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THE

CONTROVERSITY

One Man's View.of Politics
In The Maki.ng of a University

By John W. Egerton
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The University of . South Florida is a state-supported institution
of higher learning•
~

···

·

~ J ti?J~y public~
.

.

It was conceived, founded and launched into ·

~·

7 7' 7

.

~-~-legislators

""

and other elected

.

officials, laymen appointed to its governing board, and educators
..... '.·

.

employed by>the state~
insti tut~on,

and

~ :,

In short, it was and isApolitical
. . ..

'·;

~

\,. ,

as such it must constantly seek' the delicate

equilibrium between the demands and requisites of the .state
and those of the academy.

The University of South Florida,

when it opened in 1960, was Florida's first new state university
in almost

75

years.

Its vulnerable infancy perhaps made conflict

between the political and the academic realms · inevi t _(lble; in any
event, .such conflict has occw•red.

The pressures for ,political

conformity have clashed with the desire for academic quality, and
that confrontation of powers has dominated the early history of
the University.
This book attempts to record some of that history.

It

covers events from the brief piece of legislation authorizing
a new university in 1955 to the formal opening of the Uni:versity
in 1960, and from the opening through the first five years of
operation as a .new university on Florida's changing sands.

The

·s ources for the story related here are numerous---newspaper
files, official public documents, internal records ·of the
institution, conversations with the participants, and---perhaps
most of all- .- -personal observations.

I cannot emphasize .the

.

:·:

.

latter source too strongly, for this account is, as the
subtitle says, one man's view.

I doubt that any of the

I

people with whom I worked at the University of South Florida
from 1960 to 1965 will completely agree with what I have
written, for each must, through nature's limitations, witness
events from a singular vantage point.

I hope, though, · that

I have been fair and honest, and that those who disagree

w i ~h .

·

me on specific ·matters of opinion will find the total record, .·
accurate and . comprehensive.
Universities are vital pillars in ourdemocrati6 society.
More than any other institution, they represent the importance
and the necessity of dispassionate inquiry, unindoctrinated
thought and honest dissent.

The ·u niversity of South Florida

has sought to make these laudable g oals a reality, often in the
face of misunderstanding and even hostility.

This book is an

account of the · search and the str.u ggle.
President Clark Kerr ·of the ' University of California, and ·
no doubt others be.fore him, has spoken of ·something called the
Multiversity--~a

many-tenacled institution engaged in far more

than the .instruction of would-be scholars.

book\,~ be

The subject of this

called a Con trover si ty---an institution forged

of the conflict between politics and academics.

John W. Egerton
4, 1965

· August

~ut

\ .

At the rostrum stood LeRoy Collins.

His wayy hair was

liberally speckled with gray, and his handsome race was richly
tanned.

In the black academic gown which hung from his broad ·

shoulders, Florida's
.

.

,

,

~overnor

.

I

cut an impressive figure, and his
,

voice, .too, exuded dignity and compelled respecto
'·

: , : · ·•• : ;

J

.

\

·.....

•

'. .

: ,.

.

"This is indeed a day for bells to ring, for people to
sing~" he said~ . ·"What a few have lahored so hard f~r.::--what so .
_;,

'

many more have given so much for---and what even still more
have hoped so
long . for---is here for all to see now in superb
'
.
and artful physical form." .
Seven· thousand people sat or staod ·beneath the mid-morning
sun of a late s-er day, and the soft whirr of television cameras
could .be

hea~d

in their mid.st as the Gov.e rnor squinted against
.

.

.

•' .

the glare of sun and sand and white-shirted spectators •
"But I . Emf certain," he continued, · "that _all he.re are
impressed w~th . the la~ger and moz:e impelling fact that this.is
not a day of ending, but a day of beginning---not a day of
celebration, but one of dedication---not · a day or ultimate
fulfillment, but one of bright new· opportunity.
"In .truth, th~re is . ~o university here •

.Within these

well-built walls---with these teachers and these students--we must builda university in the hopeful days that stretch
be:fore us."
Thus did LeRoy Collins mark the day of beginning of the
University ·,of s ·o uth Florida, the first state university in the

2

United . States to be conceived, planned and constructed '"from
the sandspurs up" in the Twentieth Century.

Behind the

.Governor stood the first building of that university,Lrising
bright and glistening from :· the sand like something out of
the Arabian Nights, and in the distance two other buildings
were ready for use and still others had beeiL started.-. · And
everywhere there was
... sand---seventeen-hundred and thirty-four
'

acres or' sand, so much that the

seven thousand people ·who

. · had ·come to witness this ceremony of inauguration seemed
diminutive and even in~onspicuous in the midst of i~~ ·- ~
·

·

.· of

The day was September 26, '1960.

id~as

and

d~eams,

shaped by debate

More. than seven year's

a~y

compromise,

had brought to Tampa the first public university in Fl9rida

o~be

since the 18S0 1 s and the first

built anywhere in the

five hundred miles of peninsular Florlda south of Gainesville.
It was a milestone, btit it was in truth, as

Go~ernor

Collins

said, only !'a day of beginning."
Four hot:Ws after the Governor

spoke, a south wind pushed.

dark storm clouds across the bright blue sky, and moments later,
to the accompaniment of deafeningthunder,

a torrential rain

hammered with. awesome . force against the brick and glass and
'

.

.

I

concrete of the ne:w university and drenched the stragglers
who could not dash in time across the sand to shelter.

Had

some ancient oracle witnessed that storm, he might have read
<; .

it as a sign of the future, proph.e:'e ying that turbulent controversy
'" '

wotild often follow the sun of success across . the history of the
University of So1,1th Florida.

A:td, had the solemn seer predicted

that, he . woUld have been a prophet indeed •
.)'
.~

'

' ·
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The explosive growth or higher education in Florida
since 1955 ·rollows a pattern similar to ' that experienced
in Calirornia mor.e than a generation earlier.

In the rirst

35 years or this .century, more than 35 junior colleges xaxa
and h a.lr a dozen state-supported senior
colleges and universities were started ' in California, and
that.

has produced almost as many more institutions in

t~end

.

'

the 30 years since then.
The .factors which spawned California's educational
growth ar.e n ow influencing Florida, and have been since the
.

:.

.

.

.

.

1950's and ~..;en earlier than · that, though the·re was · little
•

I

'

!

I

public recognition of them before then.
of these .factors · ls population growth.
,I

'

The most impressive
The 1950 census ·

'

reported 2,771,000 people in Florida, and by 1960 that figure
had increased to 4,952,000.

I

With the people have come

industry, expanded undertakings in tourism and agriculture,
a flood of Federal government programs, a higher birth rate, and
with each of these stimulants there has been the self-powered
impetus that promotes still : more growth.
'

\

And there has been

.

· the Space Age_ emphasis on educ ation, drawing
college-age yocing people

and

more and more

a l -arger number of adults . as well.

As the . population, has increased and an increasing percentage

•

of the population has pursued higher education, Florida has
been forced to take realistic appraisal of its capacity to
meet this demand.
· After the 1951 session of the Florida Legislature, . a
. . ta; unig-h study of the state's higher education system was

·· ~.

I

4

initiated by "t4e ,Legislative ·C.o uncil, a joint committee ·bf
.... ,

I

·- .

.

, . . '·

''

bpth :)}o~~es

r .esponsible

-

·' '

~ '• .

.' • • '•

~

ac~iv:i.ty
.
'

'I

·, - -"· ~ <'

'

i fo

r studying various areas _of state ·

•

,f:uture ,leg~s~atio:n

where

,might be need,ed.•

Among

the members of the council was C. Farris, Bryan·tr, ·an Ocala
attorney and member of the House. of Representatives who was
'

;

to play a central role in Florida's higher education story.
While it. is probably oorreo-t·, to any the IJogielo.t:i.ve

.Council initiated :the higher education study, it would perhaps'
be necessary' to add _that i t . was
-

·

'

•

.

'

•

~ctually

condu-cted by the·

J

•

...

\..,.

. the staff of the Legislative Reference Bureau, under· the

\ (\.{~- --~ - ·

.. .

.

~of _~·_sopiateJDirector
'

•

• .

.

I

'

:

·

·"'

'

'•

I

'

Myron R.
'

•

~lee.

.'

I t was the

'

Reference . Bureau which planned, executed and reported the
' '.

"'

:·: research effort; and it was Blee---who· also was · to figure
I

prominently in the . state's · educational growth---who developed
I

./

the plan of research and determined the

m~thodology

to be used.

The two-volume report was presented to the Legislative
Counci,l February 23, 1953.
The report was a statistical "state of the system" .
.\

·,.

account, containing no predictions, projections or recommendations~
Fl:orida
·
·
·rt . revealed thatAranked 34th amorig the states in the proportipn
of its pqpul~:~:tion attending ~ollege, that 28 percent of i;ts
: students wer'e attendi'ng school in other . states' that half again
·.
Florida
. '
as many~st~d-~n.~s went out of state to college as came to Florida
·from other states, and that enrollment in the state was: about
equally divided. between public and private institutions.

'

'

5

Nowhere in the presentation of these or. the · other
findings of the ,s tudy was there a discernible · climate of ,
urgency.

If · Florida wa~ on the threshold in .1953 of an

·e 'd ucational boom such as had be en ~derway in l_Cal,ifo rni a
for almost 50 ·years, . the

~tudy

· did not make that evident.

The nearest thing to a .call for expansion of the higher
Pthere
dafinite indications that we can expect enrollment to continue
to advance · in · the l .ong .r un."
But therewas handwriting on the wall, nonetheless,
for tho•se who searched. · In 1953 there ·were . ;nly eight public
' insti tuti'ons .of . hi·ghe r learning . in the ent~ re state---t,wo
univ:-ersities, a . four-year college · and five junior colleges.
Six of the eight were. in rural north 'Florida.

The . five

junior coll'eges . combi'ned enrolled le~s than a thousand of
the state's college students, and the combined

~nro ·llriients

of the · three four-year institutions was only 15,000 •
. Except for the junior colleges in St. Petersburg and Palm
Bef_tch..,.--which had, .in the fall of ·1951, a ·grand total of
56:9 students b'etween _them---:there was not a public · institution

· of higher. 1 earning south of Gainesville, though three of the
state's fa.ur ~argest cities and . more than two-thirds of its
. . !
.
population lived in that ·peninsular re!$ion.
'
These geographical facts of life
were not widely

discussed matters of concern in 1953; the

_u.s.

Supreme Court's

historic school desegregation decision was a year away,
Sputnik had not roared into orb{t, Florida was still in
many ways a deep-South frontier surrounded by palm trees.,
/

1

and higher education brought to miJ?-d beach parties and. suntan's
instead of books and slide rules.
'

and effectiveness of

Florida'~

The niunber, size, function

public colleges and universities;

however, · did '. ~volt.~ more than casual- reaction from ~orne people,
. .
.
albeit for a variety of reasons.
. .

.

'

· . To south Fioridians who took note of it, their re~oteness
from a good university was yet another example of · the fact that
\~~ -

.

.

.

a group ·of small~L.£~_!J.:t,icians from north Florida ruled the
state government with an iron fist.

With rare exceptions, the

state's gove,rnors, cabinet members and. a malapporti~n,~. .d majority
of the Legislature had alw~ys seemed to reside in the northern
·. end of the state, holding power

o~er

even the most purely local

co urtl10.u s e office as well as the gov.ernor ·' s . c~a~: r, and
county
..
_

,/;

. ' everything •in _between.

To ·the most honest · and earnel!lt · educa·t ors,

as well; this top-heavy kind of pork barrel · government meant ·
, ' inefficiency and mediocrity for its colleges and universities.
And to a few politicians, the state of affairs . meant
a necessity f6r 0 ~hange.

Thos~ who foresaw the populatiori boom
jobs~

knew it would mean more industry, more

more goverriment,

more educ 'ation..:.,...-and more power.
.

One of ' these men -was Farris

.

.

.

.

.·

Bryant~

A. few weeks after

.t he Legi~lative Council's study of higher education -was
published~ · . he .tc;)ok up the gavel as speaker of the Florida

HO>USe .of Rep"resentatives
that
:
. for the 1953 . session, and during
..
'

'

~

.

ses'sion ' he intr~duced and eng .i neered to pass~ge , a bill creating
the Co:Un.cil for the_ Study of Higher Education in Florida.
It

is

not clear exactly why the Legislature felt it necessary

to oroat.o such a

comm :i. a~sion,

or

who · ~ho r

:1.·~

was in uo e d neces s ary

for ~:he Legislature, rather tlum the State Board of Control,

.

"

/

.'

~

·,:.'

. .. ' , '-.i·

.

..-. .. .

·~ v ....

· ··~ -:. · n:- ·

~ -; .~ .,;;i·:::..;-f. ..'}~t,_~~J'}L -·t.,Ml,

1:.-

' '

.

7". . ·.. ; :, .
.· .I

.
.
~~
·to take the i .nitiative.,;t'hese questions are now academic,

as is the question .of Bryant's

motiy-atio~~rly

':

1~

in.

the Board of Control---governing body for the university

sys~em~~-im~le~~nt~~ t~e . Br~ant-engine~red · law PY~,
five · nationally ~ pr,omi.nent educators to make an e~~st,i~e'" .
. ~tudy of higb.er ~d~cation in the state and report back ·wi ~h

~finding~ ~n~ reco~.II!e.;dations.
' ······'

··-\ .

. The . report of . the .: Coun:ci;t. was the most comprehensive
ever made'- on (Flo~.i da highe~ educati~P.·

Twenty-four public

and ·private institutions :in the .state cooperated in the study,
and in the more than two years required for its CO!l).pfetion
' .(l,-0

a . to tal of t-w=-eni,y . committees and sul;>commi ttees drew on .the
/ professional services of more than a hundred speciali~ts an·d
. I

I

~

.

.

a

consultants to piece . together what ultimately hec .ame

,\

. I

fi ve-:vol ume report.
.

Director .of .the project , ~as Dr. ·A. J. Brum}Jaugh;frecently

.\

\.

· ~~·
.

.

. . .. '. .

.

.

.~

-

retired from a i;op ac1minis.t rati ve position . at : the Univ:ersity , of
Dr. ·
,
.·
.
Chicago.~ John ~ E. , Ivey Jr.,
a young socio~ogi st and university
.
.
.
·

·

1

\

administrator from. North Carolina, served. as chairman of the
Council, and other members included Dr. Earl J. McGrath, former
U. S. Commi s'sioner of Education and then president 'of tho ·
Kans~s

University ·of

.·.

a

profes~orof.
!

r

.

·,

- ,·

,

•

City; Dr. Floyd W. Reeves, for twenty years

education and r,dministration at the University of
'.

•

,

'

•

•

•

. Chicago; and :Br. Johi::1 Dale '· Russell.
.

.

Brumbaugh turned ' fo~ assis:tB.nce in ·his capacity . ~s ·
director to.: Myron . Blee,. the ·associate di reytor o .f the ' Leg.i sl.at:i.ve
I

;Reference Bureau.

.

Blee ·had first caine to Florida at . ;the . urging
.
'

~

of Farris Bryant, whom he .had known well in 't he. Navy during
I

World War II, and after his study of higher education for the

;

8

1953

Le~islature

was in a good position to participate tn the .

efforts of the Council for the Study of Higher Education a year
later.
'fhe initial report of the Council w·as issued January 20, .
1955.

Whi'le it was an interim report .of findings· and recommendations,

it indicated .c,learly .the . to:ne , and scope of the fi'nal rep~rt,'.

'

'

which' was presented to t;he . ·Boartl of ' Control · in .the s.Pcri,ng ;of
' .

' 1956 and was published _by the ·university of Florida Press in
July of that year.
While. ·,the ;Legislative Council 1 s 1953 study of higher
.. . \,

education had · confined itself to a statistical descripti·on of
Florida 1 s colleges andbu~,versi ties as they existed then, the

·

·

'

investigations of the Council ond the so-called Brumbaugh
Report

th~~~~~~!=~~hem

went much

i
jtt-;;;d, ~.-v1 ,:,:CL.-·(

f~ Pro~-~-~~--d:~;;.-;·· ~ ct:c; ty·~<?~J'Jt)

into a wide range of relate?- areas ,, it · x:as. dealt with all .the ·
then-cur:fent -programs .and facilities, with financing, c.o.ordination,
probl..ems of organization in a st~te system, the state 1·s ' economy, .
po,pulation, student ·costs and a variety of other .·topics.

It

also attempted some proj actions in the areasof population and
.

.

.

'

. enrollment, and finally presented .fifteen summariz.·ed . "findings"
~'recommendations"

·and fourteen

that, tal\. en together, -represented,

a fifteen-year development plan for the

ove~haul

of the Florida system of higher education.
1970, the report

said~

Florida

and .rebuild.ing

Between 1955 and

sho~ld:

1 - Prepar'e : for a tripling of :tkl! college enrollment;
'.

2

-

I

D~ve_lo:P-' a sta:tewide · network of two-year · commun~ ty . college~; ·

3 - ·Strengthen tpe B~Htrd of, Gon-t?rol as the coordinating and
. pol·icy making body for the University system, giving i t
more autonomy from the State Board of Education (in

. '·

9

i

reality the State Cabinet), lengthening the .terms of' its members ..
.from three to seven ye.ars, and maldng_ its executive officer the
"chief offioar" (i.e., chn.ncellor)

of

the university ~ystem.

There ' were other _far-reach~ng recommerid~tions in the
' '·

-Brumbaugh Report, . but none was more im:por~ant ·than Number Six:
"That immediate steps be taken to establish additional
st~te

degree-granting institutions iri the Tampa Bay area

and on the lower East Coast.

That the new institutions
I ·

offer . initially programs leading to the baccalaureate
.

!

.

degree .in a wide' range 1of ii beral and applied arts. and
'• .

.

L --···

sciences and in selected. professional fields, and leadin;;·
to the master's degree in those fields in ''lhich the need
can be demonstrated after accreditation is achieved for
11
the baccal\3-ureate
degree programs.
.
.
'

'

'

·. It .was . fr?m ·this , two-sentence statement that the University
-

'

o:+ Sauth Floirida7 -....;and later, Florida Atlantic :University-took' seed~
)

.

'

· In • an appendix'
of the report, the Brumbaugh • committee
. .
.
.

\

.

dealt .more

spec~ fie

ally with its recommendation for the two

·. '\

'\ new instit~tio.ris. , It s-uggested that the Boar'd of Control·.
•

•

• • r

select sui table sites' that freshman and sophomore ' cl ass'es
be

~nrolled

by the fall of 1959, that organization be - on a
I

divisional rather than a departmental basis, and. that
. administrative and ,-a cademic personnel be hired beginning in
the summer of

19S7

to plan for 1,500 students . the first year.

Much ' of the nature and scope of the Brumbaugh Report
was · made known when the interim document of findings :was

'
released in January 1955.
' •:.

With the Legislature soon to convene,

, ·,

it is not difficult to imagine the

exci~ement . gener~ted

by

the sweeping · projections and suggestions c.ontained in the
report.

·This w:a:s especially true in the _Tampa Bay and

lower East Coast areas, for -here, in the · words of an impartial
team of competent and disinterested educators,

wa~

proof that

Florida's all..:.northern higher education network was no longer
·. adeguate to serve the growing needs of the state.
.

I

,'

,

Here, · at

'

' last, was a.,mmunition to · fight for colleges . and univ'ersities
4n_ the ,populous ~outh~rn areas of the . state.

·That t):}e Tampa Bay aree. institution was the ~izst to
get started and that· i t was lo'cated 1in Hillsborough Go•unty on
the ou~sldrts of Tampa are two facts that Sam M. Gibbons is
perhaps more .responsible. for than any other man.

Taking his

cue from the .initial Brumbaugh Report, Gibbons
moved in his
I
role as ·a member of Hillsborough County's .delegation to .the
State .House of Representatives to introduce House Bill· 1007,
which said:
tiThe · State Board of Education is hereby authorized, to
/

·

establish ' a State University or branch of · existing State
. '

i

University in Hillsborough County.

Said Board is hereby ·

authorized to have a study made as to the feasibility of
· such action.

The . Board of 'control and . the State Board

of Education are hereby authorized to enter into all
contracts necessary to carry out the provisions of this act."
Gibbons .and another Hillsborough

deleg~te . in
/

~

the House,
'• t· ·

· James Moody, nursed the bill to passage.
·:

Collins, then in his first year as chief

Governor LeRoy
executive,~

· ·. /.

&8

I

J

~?~~;~I~I~<J~
. ~S~J~'~'••x~:~ax~p~s~t~, hesitated about signing the bill

11

into law.

Finally, on June 18, 1955, he gave in to theurging

of his administrative assistant, John

Germany-~-a Tampan--~

and signed it, · Erl saying in a formal statement that a ,
preliminary study already underway "indicates no present need
for additional :four-year colleges or universities and this has
been my firm conviction."
Gibbons, Moody, Germany and the Tampa
I

Commerce didn 1 t · see i t that way.

They were

Chamb~r

ke~nly

of

aware of

of ·the imbalanc.e of power in the Legislature that gave north
'

Florida such . a : strangle-hold
'. .

011

the rest of .the · state, and they

·,

knew a re-:-distribution was long overdue.

They

for~sa'w

the

power and prestige a large university could bring, not only
in . the Statehouse
but also in other areas, such as the search
'
.
·f or new industry.

.And, before the ink was dry on Collins 1

signature, they were at work · preparing for the battle to get.
the institution created, located and in oper£1tion.
From July,

1955~ecember,

1956, this . battle was

waged on half a . do:z'en ·fronts, and the action was seldom dull •
. Against underground opposition from the University of Flqrida
.' and
State University, both of which feared a .diyersion
. . Flo.rida
'
of their funds and a dilution of their . power, a struggle
...went
'
on' to create a new institution.

Whether th~ institution, once

· created,·_was . to be a branch, a separate university or a 'college
was also hotly debated.

Then, a bitter

fi~ht

erupted over

precisely where in the Tampa Bay area the i ,n sti tuti on would
be

b~il t.

Later, in 1957, another controversy was to ' develop

over the naming. of the insti tiltion.

And in all these · fights,

a well-organi.z·ed and determined .group of Hillsborough Countians
managed to · stay one j ,ump ahead of the pack.
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The Hillsborough team, in · order to accomplish its
mission; had to win the support of three principal ~iZJ1/
during the last half of 1955 and all of 1956.

.

The first of

these was the Council for the Study of Higher Education, and
the sue cess with which the Tampans employed persuasion on that
group is evidenced by the fact that the Council's final

publish~d

roport in 1956 specified Hillsborough Com1 ·ty o.s tho plo.co fo1·

the proposed new degree_.granting institution, and referred
'

also to House Bil1 1007, which had been passed between the -time
of the interim Co·uncil report and the final one.
The

. oth~r~~:ti:ex~ groups

whi-ch had to be.

co~vinced

were the Board of Control and the State Cabinet, and at this
point i t would .pexrhaps be helpful to describe these two bodies
and their interrelated roles with respect to higher education.
The State Board of Control was a group of seven lay
citiz'ens appointed by the Governor to operate the university
system.

These men met monthly to devise policy and generally~

oversee operations of the University of Florida, Florida State
University, Florida A & M University (an al,l-Negro institution
conv'erted fr9m college to university status by the 1955 Legislature)
and two small specialized institutions which were not college
level.

The Board of Control was formed in 1905 to replace
...

separate boards of trustees for the several i~stitutions, and
it worked through an executive secretary and the presidents of
the universities.
'

I

It often appeared that the I3oard of Control was in
fact,

as one ·pbserver called it, "the Board in Control," but

such was not the case.

Aside from the limitations ,Placed on

i t by the ·Legislature, the Board also was subject to the
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super~isory

authority of the State Board of Education on

almost any matter that body chose. to review.

The Board of .

Education was another name for the State Cabinet, which was
'

mad~ up of the. G~vernor
ana ~ix elected officials.
.
.
.
.

~

The Governor

'

. I

, and four of these . Cabinet members---attorney general, secretary
o·f state, treasurer and superintendent of public instruction--,

changed hats from their other duties and became the official
Board .of Education, and. in that capacity

they _ ~~

construction, hired personnel, set salaries,
\

!

'

~~

i

I

new

stnJ

new

programs and new institutions and - gave final approval to any
.

'

other propos,al· :from the Board of Control which they c·h,ase to
act upon.

The ·Governor could not be

re~elected,

but all members

of the Cabinet could, and as a result there had developed over ·
.

\

the

year~

a powerful bench

~f

six

well-entrench~d

old guardsmen

who· often had more authority ' than the Governor, the Board of
Control and the Legislature co~bined.

While 'it can be .:said to

their . credit that during the years 'of expansion following the
Brumbaugh Keport the Cabinet never actually prevented proposed
developmentsrecommended by the Board of Control from being
.......

.

'

'

.~

~

undertaken, the ·fact remains that the Board of Education
frequently ·nUllified the effectiveness of the Board of Control ·
by forcing it to operate politically when it should haye been
independently ·impartial.

The Cabiri'et could---and did---apply
. ·. '·

..

pressure when . it should have kept hands off, and on occasion
\

it was stubborn, or hasty, or t:tght-fistecl, when . more · far-sighted
attri bu't e s would certainly have better served the best interests
of tho sto.to u.nd the univers i ty sys ·Lem.

But tho biggest lin.hility

of the Cabinet Board of Education---in 1955 and in 1965 as well--was its functi6n as a political overseer for a system of
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educational institutions . whose effectiveness

demand~that

' they be as free o·f political operation and manipulation as
\._W~
.
humanly possible. lllrM 1 ·1 ~ I1'E the . J3oard of Control -responsible
in all · its actions to the State Cabinet-Board of Education,
\U.k"/
'
it~hope to escape the pressures which make irrtpart~ality

' ,~J.

and disinterestedness virtually impossible.

With these two public bodies..-one a political group giving
final approval to matters of educational policy and the other
an\ educational policy-making board trying without •success to
be non-political.-rested the responsibility for deciding whether
or not the .state would build new degree-granting institutions,
whether they should be branches of

ex~sting

institutions or separate ·

colleges or universities, precisely where the first of these,
once approved, should be built, and what the name of it should
~Y)

be.

.

-

And it was to these tw·o boards that HillsborougfiYcarried

its case.

~~~on

to build a new institution and to make it a

separate university rather than a branch of the University of
Florida or Flor.ida State University might be said to have evolved
from public de.m and.

In the months following adjournment of the

1955 LegislatUre public response to the interim report of the ·
Brumbaugh committee was very favorable, and the various communities
of the state which stood to gain a new university or junior college
under the proposed expansion program soon were clamoring for
action.

Quiet opposition of the two senior universities to any

expansion of the university system---if such opposition ever

.

.

L~~~

.

existed beyond the unorganized protests of a few---h~disappeared

&Wi

ly by the time of the final Brumbaugh Report in July, 1956.
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And, thanks in large measure to the press, what the Brumbaugh
Report had called "an additional state degree-granting
institution in the Tampa Bay area" was soon being written and
talked of as the "proposed new state university" and the "new
four-year univer·sity."

The Board of Control, which had to

act first on the proposals of Brumb.augh and his colleagu~s,
thus found the first two questions it faced---whether there
should be a new institution and what kind· of institution it
should be---already settled, at least in the minds of the
. ..

public, by the summer of 1956.

\...

~

But the phrase, "Tampa Bay area" coverir"a lot of
te.r ri tory, and although Hillsborough County was the only
place for which Legislative authority had been given to
I

establish a new

institution~

.

three other counties in
..

.

t~e

.

Bay region soon joined the competition for the coveted · new
university.
Sarasota and Manatee Counties, on the south end of
Tampa Bay, having bickered with each other through the summer
of 1956, got together in September and offered 1,000 acres
in a tract that included land in both countieso

Pinellas

County, after first considering a site on the bay south of
St. Petersburg, ultimately settled on a large tract on the
bay north of the ci·ty, where it would be more accessible to
students from Hillsborough, and offered it to the Board.
Earlier' in the summer, Jacksonville had bid briefly for the
facility, and Palm Beach and Broward Counties, on the lower
East Coast, also urged their best attributes on the Board
until it was decided that the Tampa Bay area would get fi.rat
priorityo
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But the well-oiled organization of Tampans, after
getting a jump on other potential contenders by ' gaining
Legislative approval in 1955, :never once relinquished its
advantageo

When neighboring counties prepared t;heir offers

to the Board of Control in September of 1956, the Hillsborough
group put together no less than five possible locations in .
the county which could be had for · the asking.

Two of these---

one in the Interbay region southwest of the city of :Tampa
and the other near the northern border of the county (.-d owned
by State Senator Paul Kickliter)---were eliminated·early.
·
~ntJ:.y
The other three, along with the Pinellas site, figured'{:ln--the stormy
site-selection controversy which raged through the . fall of 1956.
Probably the most spectacular of Hillsborough's site
offers came September 9 with the announcement that three Fort
Lauderdale land developers had bought a 6,000-acre tract in
southeast Hillsborough, where they planned to build a new
"city" to be known as Tampa Beach.

The sale brought $10 million

to vegetable magnate Paul Dickman, according to the Tampa
Tribune, in one of the biggest land deals in Florida historyo
Dickman said a portion of the land was available to the Board
of Control for the new university.

Within ten days after the

deal was announced, Dickman _publicly accused Robert H. Gore Sr.
of Fort Lauderdale, . a member of the Board, of

stay~ng

in office

long enough to see "that Broward County gets the first new state
university, and he's getting staunch support from someone in
Pinellas County."

Gore had intended to resign from the Board .

earlier, Dickman contended, bu·c was "prevailed upon" to stay
on and work

~~

fa~ the

university in Fort Lauderdale.
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In making his charge, Dickman was quoted as saying, . "If you think politics won't play a part in the selection of the site,
you're badly mistaken."

By that time, only the most naive of

observers was ', still that badly mistaken.

othe~favored

Hillsborough 1 s

si:tes were at an

Q~ ~ ~UJJ_)

abandoned airport north of Tam~ a bayfront location
northwest of the city.

With most of its members .favoring

the airfield site, the Tampa group overlooked nothing in its
efforts to convince the Board of Control.

A special Chamber

of Commerce committee headed by R. D. Saunders gathePed
~ppo~

voluminoUSymaterials

~xX

and publicized its activities

widely; Representative Gibbons and County Commission Chairman
.Ellsworth Sinnnons spearheaded the over.all county effort · and
sought out-of-county support as well; and a Miami-based research
firm was retained to conduct an e;f'ustive study of the airfield
site near Temple Terrace.
By September 27, when the Board of Control met in Orlando
to consider' possible locations for the new institution, Tampa
was prepared fo:r a blitz campaign.

With Gibbons and Simmons

• serving as spokesmen for a delegation of more than a hundred'
Tampans whq all but filled the meeting room, Hillsborough
stood by the end of the day as the

odd~an

•

favorite and, in the

words of staff' writer Sam Mase of the Tampa Tribune, · "the battle
is all but over."

The Board set October 12 as the date for

its decision and announced that its budget request to the

1957

Legislature would include $12,380,000 for the new· university.
As October began, newspapers in Tampa and St. Petersburg
pushed their respective campaigns to a fever pitch, and what
had begun as a !'riendly rivalry erupted into a namecalling' dog!'ight.
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Because Tampa had moved quickly to take an early lead in the
right ror a university and had maintained that lead through
the months or debate, other counties seeking the new school
were forced on the defensive 9 ,,In the final weeks before the
decision was made the Tampa group could afford to confine its
arguments to the assets of its offerings, while other groups
\ ....£C~c:l J
we¥1 l1•s~d to search ror and attack the chinks in the Tampa
armor.
The St. Petersburg

Time~,

in an open

letter-edito~ial

to the Board of Control, the Board of Education and the
Legislature, cited projected expenditures to make the point
that the university site choice was "the biggest single decision
an~

one of you will make while in of'fice.u

The paper said

Pinellas County had offered an existing junior college and an
unused maritime base to serve a.s a temporary campus while the
county's' thousand-acre site on . Tampa·Bay north of the .city
was being developed.
But most of the Times editorial was devoted to XkH an .
attack on the Tampa sites and the ''political pressure fr'om.
Hillsborough 11 to win the approval of state officialso

EVen

berore the state's $100,000 survey of future higher education
needs was complete, said the Times, Hillsborough was pushing
a 500-acre tract at an abandoned airrield' next to an industrial
park where the Joseph Schlitz Brewing Co. would soon be making
\

beer.

After Pinellas offered its bayfront site, Hillsborough

also came up

wi~n

its side of the bay and upped its

airrield site to a thousand acres,
. ~gly

'

"under they-pressure of Gibbons and
Control has had no opportunity to visit all the proposed sites."

.• ~ :·: t •. ..... :-
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And finally, after calling for a campus on the water in
"the right environment" of "a gracious community . with a
culturtl, religious herita g e," the 'l'imes concluded by saying,
"In good conscience our state leaders must not penalize Pinellas
for electing Republicans to the Legislature.

11

The Tampa Tribune nesponded with long refutation of the
charges made by the Times, concluding with this parting shot:
"We in Tampa have presented our case as forcefully. ·as we know '
how.

We think it is a convincing case.

But, win or lose, we
.

.. . . .

will not attempt to bolster it by mi srepresenting the facts or
maligning our rivals .or imputing base motives to honorable meno"
More effective than this editorial response, though--and more illustrative of the strategy Tampa employed to grap
an early advantage in the site scrap and maintain it throughout--was a lengthy story i'n the October 3 Tribune which descr:i"bed in
·'
\ as:9ets /
great detail the .a.i.Jum.tigJI.'lR of the so-called Temple Terrace site.Written by staff writer Leland Hawes, the story quoted at length
from the report of Julian Langer Research, Inc., the Miami firm
employed by Tampans to make .their case for them.
Through the words of the Langer repent it became

cle~·

that the Tampa forces had reached internal agreement on the
. Temple Terrace site as the one to stand and fight for.

The

report gave these major reasons~--all of them duly reported in
the Tribune article---for favoring the north Tampa location:
l-It was in the· focal point of a network of major highways,
and within an hour's driving time of almost 700,000 Floridians;
2-The location would serve not only Hillsborough students but
those from P.inellas on the west and Polk County on the east;

: • -· '
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3-It was on high ground---30 to. 60 f'eet above sea level--and would require no !'ill, seawalls or special footings;
4-The new industrial park immediately south of' the site
would provide part-'time jobs for students and stimulate,
research; and
clo~e~

5-It was

to a heavier

concentr~tion

of college-age

youngs.t ers than any other site under consideration.
The report also said---and the Tribune reported--that "for .a great many years, Pinellas County has been a

·'

recognized haven for old people," and the number of its old
...

\,.

age and -' survivor's insurance beneficiaries had tripled in the
past six years.

Af'ter this brief' lapse into negativism, the

report quickly returned to f'orm with an impressive listing of
Tampa assets that wa.s tainted by hyperb9le· (it said, for example,
th.a t the city had eleven hospitals; . the city telephone directory
'~/
.~

years later listed only ten, six of which were actually small
'

clinics).
Terrace
~ ~~ ·ay,

In short, t:q.e Langer report concluded, the Temple

lo~ation

was protected from hurricane winds and salt

well situated for evacuation in case of an attack on

L.--.,jt-Q~!.~~-!t i~--.!.orce Base, near "cultural :nd moral facilities •••
unmatched on the West Coast of Florida, near industry and highways,
eight miles from the heart of' a major
from the

h~mes

~ity . and

an hour or leas

of ninety per cent of all XW. students in the

six surrounding counties.

Implied the Langer report and the

Tribune article, "What more could anyone ask?"
In a last-ditch ef'f'ort. to prevent the Temple Terrace
site

fr ~m

being chosen, the St. Petersburg Times said the

university would be known as "Bottlecap U." if it was built )'\-Ul..A,.
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{ the ~c~li tz brewery, but the Board of Control, 9:t its October 12
meeting, narrowed the site choice to the Temple Terrace location
and the water.front site on the Tampa side of the bay and said it
would make a .final selection within thirty days.

The locations

in Pinellas, Manatee and Sarasota Counties and the Hillsborough
site pledged by vegetable magnate Paul Dickman were dropped .from
oonsiderationo
In a shift o.f strategy, the St. Petersburg .forces scrapped
·their plans .for landing the university and pushed for Tampa's
bay.front location---known as the Owens site---in hopes of keeping
.. . ~.... ·

it away, .from the north Tampa location and as close to them as
possible.

Board member Lee Ballard of St. Petersburg made the

motion reducing the choice to the two Hillsborough locations.
' The night be.fore, the Board had met behind closed doors and
deadlocked 3-3 on the two Hillsborough sites, and with one member
absent the tie could not be broken.
But the decision to put the university in Hillsborough
County, whichever of the two sites was finally chibsen, brought
.
\_from_;
elated responses\.~most Tampans. Among .:.tkBm those quoted
prominently in the Tribune. were T. Paine Kelly, presldent o.f
the Greater Tampa Chamber of Commerce, ·who

said the university

was "the most valuable new enterprise Hillsborough County could
receive and it will mean more in the decade to come to the prosperity
o.f Tampa and the 'county than any other single projecto"

Dro

Elwood C. · Nance, president of the privately-supported University
of Tampa acres s town, &aM iliJ;y pledged that "we will give all the
·. cooperation possible," but predicted that the University of Tampa 1 s
enrollment would drop "by at least 30 to

50

per cent."

$o, it appeared, all was over except the shouting.

But

before t h e final choice was made, there was plenty of shouting to be
done
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Three days later, the Tampa Tribune reported in a story
by Sam Mase that Hollis Rinehart, a Miami attorney and member .

of'fic~r

~mortgage

of' the Board of Control, was listed as an
of
®J:ch had a close ±nter~
.
co~XiiE~xx±xxaxx~the Owens property being considered as
a site !'or the new university.

Just two months earlier, according

to the article, the First Continental Mortgage Company's charter
had been reformed to list Rinehart as a vice president and designat
~

him as the company's agent.

Rinehart, when questioned, said he

was no longer connected with the firm, but had told the Board of
Deta~l:! -.. of

Control about his previous connectionso

the tangled

situation showed that the 3,300-acre tract on North Tampa Bay
known as the Owens property was actually owned by one Lewis E.
\.9Z.C~
Boweryand the Owens Land Company had acquired an option to buy it.
Several of' the directors of the Owens company were also of'ficers
of' First Continental

Mor~gage,

and there appeared to be a close

connection between the two companies.

Rinehart's explanation,

contending that he was innocent of' any f'inancial interest in the
disputed property, was accepted by Governor Collins and Dr. Ralph
Miller, chairman of' the Board of Control, and they strongly
supported him, but the

contr~verJY

raged in the press for several .

days.
And, as if' there were not controversy enough, the Tampa
Baptist Pastors' Conference, with cries of "social degeneration"
and a lowering of the "moral, spiritual and cultural standards
of' the university," opposed its construction in
area near the Schlitz brewery site.

t~e

Temple Terrace

"The offer of the Schlitz

Brewing Company to give part-time jobs to students would be
detrimental, 11 the pastors

~aido

Jk, ll.rCLD

M.:t ~Cl.A. ~ ~

~ ~ 9~ ~c{ ((_<:_~~ ~cLc ~~ ~
~ .V \. ~ ~ ~Ga ~

ttcvu_c)_

~ ~
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On October 28, the St. Petersburg Times leaped back
into the fray, accusing the Tribune of pushing for the site
in north Tampa "where the new university would be , cheek by
jowl to a fine new $20 million brewery.

The site would require

coeds and young men to pass through Tampa's worst section,
the hard core of the city's crime and gambling and vice which
has given it a national reputation i'or more than half' a century,." said
the Times and the
~ St. Petersburg Ministers Association echoed the charge.
When the Board of' Control met in Jacksonville November' 8,
a delegation of Tampa ministers headed by The Rev. E. c.
Abernathy, pastor of' Riverside Baptist Church, told the Board
they were coni'ident that adequate sai'eguards i'or the student
body would be placed around either site.

The Board, obviously

mmxm concerned with problems oi' more import than the brewery,
once again postponed its i'inal selection in an ei'i'ort to get ·
unanimous agreement
location.·
Board's executive
secretary, Dr. J. Broward Culpepper, said Lewis E. Bower, owner
oi' the wateri'ront site, would be given a chance to guarantee

that his property would be i'illed to a minimum of seven i'eet
so that it would meet the spefii'ications set by th~ Board.
lat least a part~
'
O~~Board was eager to consider a wateri'ront site.
Oi' the six members 'present (Fred Kent oi' Jacksonville had been

called to Georgia because oi' the sudden illness oi' his mother),
James Love, Jame's c'amp and chairman Ralph Miller i'avored the
Temple Terrace . site, while the other three-;;;.;.Rihe.hart r'oi' Miami,
Ballard oi' st. Petersburg and
Owens site on the bayo

s.

Kendrick Guernsey---wanted the

Kent was known to i'avor Temple Terrace.
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The Board set another target date---December
rinal site selection and asked

th~

or

a

Hillsborough representatives

to provide more inrormation in the meantime.
obviously beginning to tire

6---ror~aking

Dr. Miller,

the extended search, told reporter

Mase arter the meeting, "We're not trying to establish yacht
clubs.

We are trying to run educayional institutions."

z meat~,xaaoXh~xc~tBrxix

~e~o%extkexDBcsmkex

lb st•n:

thE

esv to a
.. . . . .

a

story in the Tampa Times which revived the controversy over
~ir~___closely~iflked to,/
Rinehart's alleged connection with ~~x
· he bayrront site.
The Times said Lewis E. Bower, owner

or

the site, and Joseph

K. Edlin, a rormer orficer of First Continental Mortgage Company,
were planning to spend about $40 million to build a small city
around the new university if the bayfront site was chosen.
Edlin, the Time 8 said, had been sentenced to four year_s
imprisonment ,. in 1941 for fraud.

Edlin was also the man for

whom Rinehart had said he helped to set up the First Continental
company, and to whom he had later sold his stock in the companyo
When the Board postponed selection

or

the site, some

uneasiness developed among the Tampa forces that the Board's
'\~,related .
indecisiveness was somehow~ to the strange and complicated
entanglements of Rinehart, Edlin, Bower and the two m~r!;gage
thou h no ~o! of _!;_bJ_~ __w~.s.-~ver ~de_____known.) .
companies, Tliis concern tended to-·make Gibbons and other .supporters

.·

.

'-to~ - 'Lt.,

/

of the Temple Terrace site ~even more inclined 'Jlel ~. ~'4o,
.
Wl~
but they cautiously decided to wai~~na rest on the case they had
made.
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The additional information asked of Hillsborough's
spokesmen by the Board included estimates of costs for
providing water and .sewer lines to the two sites and dredging
and

filli~g

the low-lying bayfront site.

When these estimates

for the bayrront property were XHk later placed at

$2.5

million,

Edlin himself appeared at a special meeting of the Hillsborough
group to protest them as too high.

Saying that he represented

Bower,, Edlin demanded ·t hat a court reporter take down a verbatim
I

account or all that was said at the meeting and threatened to
leave when a newspaper photographer came into the rpom.
...

Gathering

\,.

up his papers, he said, "No pictures or I will leave this
building.

I will have no more character assassinations as was

attempted by one paper."

He apparently referred to the Tampa

crimina~record.

Times story about his

Edlin finally relented

and was photographed, saying, "Be sure you got the right angle."
The next day, Tampa Mayor Nick Nuccio and a group of
city ofricials spoke out ror the first time in favor of the
Temple Terrace site,

~

making no reference to the controversy

that continued to swirl around the bayfront property.

Five

days later, as the Board of Control gathered in Tallahassee for
the dramatic decision, the only thing certain was that ' it would
be made against a backdrop of festering ill will.
The site selection was scheduled on the Board agenda for
1:30 p.m., but when other business was completed ahead of time
Fred Kent suggested that the site vote be taken.

Cha±rman

Miller agreed, but Rinehart protested, saying that he had asked
a number of people to be present at the designated hour.
When Miller ruled out any further discussion except by the
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Board members themselves, Rinehart launched into a long
argument thatMiller interrupted with the admonition that
"You can't .filibuster this thing."
A.fter Rinehart had his say, the vote was taken, and
the Temple Terrace site was chosen .five to two. · Rinehart was
joined in his dissenting vote by St. Petersburg's Ballard,
who said a.fterward that he still wanted a site on his city's
side o.f the bay.
a

The Board then adjourned be.fore lunch, an 1.

delegatio~~izens

.from Pinellas County who arrived during'

the noon hour .found that they

~ad

missed the showdown.

For a brie.f period o.f three days it appeared that the
long and hotly-disputed .fight was over.

But just as the

Hillsborough team o.f boosters was breathing a relaxing sigh,
Governor Collins dropped the . other shoe.

Pointing out that

the Board o.f Education had the legal responsibility .for making
the .final decision, · he said,

"I don't think

we are prepared

at this time to make a .final decision on the basic question o.f
'

creating the university.

II

Saying he wanted to . see the

institution established and wanted it to be in Hillsborough
County, he _implied that su.f.ficient .funds to build and support
it might not be available now and added that even i.f the Board
o.f Education approved creation o.f the institution he would still
want to «.m!l:S.i.:ri.Jix hear arguments f'or both sites, not just

th{~

one in Temple Terrace.
Collins' reported statement hit Tampa like a bombo
As rumor spread that a coalition of' interests around the
state was .forming to block Hillsborough as a university site,
more than .fi.fty persons in the Tampa area made plans to be
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in Tallahassee two days later to protest at a · meeting of the
Board of Education.

One Tampa paper compared Collins'

holdup move to the action of former acting Governor Charley
Johns, who in· 1954 had refused to okay the Board of Control's
recommendation of a new president for the University of Floridao
Even though the control board and the other four members of
the Board of Education were agreed on Dr. Philip G. Davidson
for the post, Johns said he would not sign a paycheck for
Davidson,

xmm

who then promptly refused

·Xmx

the post.

At the Board of Education meeting, four of the
members
.. .
"-.

agreed that they would favor the Board of Control 1 .s recommendation
of the Temple Terrace site,

~o

agreedwith Collins that

establishment of the university "is not a foregone conclusion."
Collins;, for his part, said he was amazed at the "almost
hysterical and unfounded attitude" which had arisen in Tampa
following his earlier statement of caution.

He said the

newspaper headline (Collins Rebuffs Temple Terrace as New
University Site)- had been "somewhat misleading," and went on
to say that "there are many problems yetto be faced and decided
before the university can become a reality---XBikxax problems
such as how it will be financed and how it will fit into our
overall pattern for higher education in the state."

When ·

the Governor indicated to his colleagues on the Board that he
wanted more time to study the issue, they agreed, and no action
was taken.
The next day, a

~ct~

called on the ·Govern

delegatio~

of St. Petersburg representatives

c~

they fel ~ the Board of Control had

erred in its selection of the Temple Terrace site.

Dr. Miller,
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and seyeral Hillsborough Countians, other members or
' the Board or Control and members or the Legislature
were also present.

---- - - - --------·---- --

the Board of Control chairman, a n d Dr. Culpepper, the Board's
'

'

exe utive secretary, also appeared before the Governor and
to present the case for the Board's
0f

\l~~~~h~

the~:session

a long list

or negative and affirmative arguments, rumors, charges and
.

.

\~,

has}led out .•;~ti!IQ§& fttr

countercharges ;c

Among the items to
I

bob to the sur.face and disappear again were a suggestion that

a

the new institution be a branch of an existing one,

rumor

that the existing state universities were opposing any new ones,
a statement that -the Women's Christian Temperance Union had
.

...

\...

strongly , protested building a university near a brewery, a..1d
a claim that the

~

bayfront site owned by Bower was about

ten times as valuable as the Temple Terrace site.

Governor

Collins asked most of the questions for the Cabinet, and
toward the end o.f the session said the Board of Education wo u ld
take the Temple Terrace site recommendation"under advisement
and ,make a decision at an early dateo"
As i.f reassured by the Gover nor's explanation of his
earlier statement and his attitude or quiet and thorough
interest during the meeting, Hillsborough's .forces went home
-resigned to be · patient and wait.

They had heard the other

.four members of the Board o.f Education say they favored the
"-.was needed for/
Temple Terrace site; now only the Governor's assent kXmm~
~~ - final resolution,

and Gibbons and his colleagues

were confident ±x that would be forthcoming.

By this time,

practically everyone favored the Temple Terrace site with
the lingering exceptions of Ballard, Rinehart and the small
groups they spoke .foro
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On December 18, the Board or Education met in . Tallahassee
in an air or hope that the university decision would be made.
The day berore, several members or the powerrul Senate
Appropriations Committee had told the Cabinet they would not
vote ror any new taxes when the Legislature met in the spring,
and the threat or economic strangulation was added to all the
.
~W/
other woes that beset the still-uncreated\university. Senators
Charley Johns or Starke, Randolph Hodges or Cedar Key, John
Rawls or Marianna, Harry Stratton or

Callah~

H. Hair of

Live 0l'l.k---all members . or the north Florida clique of senators
known as the Pork Chop Gang---stood, as usual, unified against
new taxes, new programs and new threats to their hold on the
state's purse.

Other Pork Chop senators, including Tom Adams of

Orange Park, L. K. Edwards of Irvine and Wilson Carraway of
.'

I

Tallahassee, also appeared and expressed in large degree the
same no-tax sentiments as their colleagues.
But the Board of Education, at its

meeti~~~e

clear

its intention to let the Legislature resolve the financial
question.

Voting 'unanimously . on a resolution presented· by

Governor Collins, the Board established a new four-year
university on the Temple Terrace site ·in Hillsborough County,
and told the Board of Control to prepare all necessary plans
ror the opening of the institution by the fall of 1960o

On

hand to witness the Board of Education's action were Gibbons,
Moody and Simmons from Hillsborough County, James Love of the
Board of Control and Board secretary Culpeppero
The Governor's resolution, which he said he had been
working on ror almost a week, reflected some of the reservations
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he seemed still to hold, but by the end or the. meeting all
parts or the lengthy document had been scrutinized and
'\.those/ ·
approved by~xl present. Secretary or State R. A. Gray and
Attorney General Richard Ervin both objected to a section
which said the Board or Education reserved the right to review
ite

d~oision

if the Legislature did not provide for adequate

operation or existing insti'tutions and expansion or the
community college program;

Governor Collins heeded the objections

and deleted any reference to reservations on the part of the '
Board, andhe also accepted two suggested changes from ·Culpepper.
During the ·coUrs~ of the meeting he said their decision was one
of "great and extensive importance," and in one final answer to
his critics addedthat though he had been accused of stalling,
he was determined that the Board reach its decision "cautiously
and judiciously."
\.~"t.~

in~venty

It did, and _Florida's first public university
years was born.

Thus did the two-year struggle to create and locate the
institution come to fruition.

What had begun as a sentence

imbedded in the preliminary report of the Brumbaugh Committee
in January, ·1955, had been hammered through maneuver and
compromise int~ another sentence in another xa~ document.
It was dated De.c ember 18, 195S, and it read in part: "Now,
\

therefore, -be it resolved ••• that 'the State Board of Education
of Florida ••• does hereby establish a new degree-granting
institution of higher learning ••• in Hillsborough .County,
Florida •••• "

In later years the seal of the University of South

Florida would bear the date, "1956," and its catalogs and other
official records would ·make brief and formal note of the founding.
Of far more significance to the institution than its official
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birthday, though, would be the fact

~en;
tha~efore

it had a

name, a president, a faculty, a student body or a physical
plant, it kx«x possessed certain elements of character--. birthmarks; · if you will---that were indelible.
I
· were its status as a separate
degree-granting

institution~a

uniyersity~nd

would emphasize initially.

Among these

four-year,

the areas of instruction it

But most significant of all,· in

xmxx the crucial years ahead, would be the paramount fact that

~niversity

the

of South

Florida\;~~~gxX

out of the birth pangs of

delivered

politics~

.

1[1

, \

*

*

*

*

--

*

~~~ct
. ·~

If the months of struggle to establish and locate a
new state university had highlighted weaknesses in the state's
method of governing its higher education system, these weaknesses
caused little public concern.

While endless columns 'of · newspaper

copy told and retold the story of friction between city and
city, between board and board, between vested interest and vested
interest, no paper questioned the cumbersome pyramid of clearances
·
~~ g;~da_nc~___of th~
that hindered a university from operating under the~oard of
Control withfunds appropriated by the Legislatureo

No public

official dared suggest less interference from the State Cabinet
and its chameleon-like performances as Board of Education,
Budget Commission, Board of Commissioners of State Institutions
and other roles, or less intr'usion by the Legislature itself
in areas other than appropriations.

The Council for the Study

of Higher Education in Florida, in its

1956 report, had taken
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note or these rlaws in the system, but

~

.

.

~recommendations

ror improvement had, ror the most part, rallen on dear ears.
The Council's report was noteworthy ror two major suggestions:
creation or new

institution~and

overhaul of the method of

coordinating and governing the entire system; the first inspired
sectional

interests to exert pressure for growth, but the

second hit a solid wall of interference and soon was discarded.
· As a result, the new university near Tampa was created, a site
near Boca Raton was soon selected for the proposed East Coast '
university, and a number of requests went to the

1957

ror funds to begin two-year community colleges.

There is little

Legislature

question that the state needed most or these institutions; in
ract, the Brumbaugh committee's enrollment projections have
alreadybecome outdated.

But in the scramble for new facilities,

more attention was given to where they would be built than to
what sort of institutions they should be, or how they .should be
planned.

There was, ror example, a state council which had been

created to oversee the junior colleges, but administration and
operation of these schools remained in the hands of local public
school boards, who ran them almost as extensions of the public
school system.
Into this atmosphere of confusion move.d the infant
-University of. South Flo·r ida.

It still had no name as

1957

began, and was not to have for almost
, a .year, but it had some
semblance of identity---enough 'to provide a target for still
more political darts.
Senator Wilson Carraway of Tallahassee, chairman of the
Senate Appropriations Committee, said before the

1957

Legislature

began that . he could not support "the immediate establishment" of
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any new university until we have a chance to expand FSU."

He

rererred to Florida State University, located in ' his home town.
And a rew days

late~

another source

o~

or the

State Budget Director Harry SmithT-yet

intrusive red tape in the pperational structure

universities--~urged

on the Cabinet (sitting as the

~~~

~bie~

Budget Cornrni~sion) the ~irst~many annua:ty6'Udget cuts he would
recommend

~or . the

The Board

University of South Florida.
o~

Control, in budget requests prepared be:f.ore

the new university was created, had asked $12,380,000 to· begin
it.

After the budget director, the Budget Commission, the

appropriations committees and,

~inally,

the Legislature · itself

had finished cutting, there remained $8,602,000 for buildings
and equipment · and $H~O, 000 for salaries and expenses to cover
the

1957-59 biennium, and the Board of Control felt lucky to

survive with that much.
reduced 'itg

I I )

The building appropriation was later

1'3 when state income failed to meet expectations,.

but what remained was more than mere money---the Legislature,
by its appropriation, had

co~irmed

the Board of Control and the Board

the earlier decisions of
o~

Education and had .set

the new university sailing on an uncharted course through
stormy seas.
Two new hurdles faced the university in July of
selection of a president and selection of a name.

The

1957--~irst

was cleared by the two governing boards with little difficulty,
but the second spawned a storm mildly reminiscent of the site
battles of a year before.
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The Board of Control had been in search of a president
for six months when it settled in July on Dro John

s.

executive vice president of the University of Florida.

Allen,
The ·

Indiana native had come to the state in 1948 as vice presideLlt
of the university in Gainesville, and from 1953 to· 1955 had
served as acting president, following the fieath of Dr. Hillis
Miller.

When the new presidency was :created for the Tampa

institution, Dr. Allen, at 50, had nine years of top level
administrative experience in the Florida university system
behind him.
The Board nominated Allen to the Board of Education
and recommended his salary be $17,500---the same as that of
~he

presidents at the University of Florida and Florida State

University.

The Board of Control and Dr. Allen had come to

terms, and he was ready to go to work.

On the 'day the Cabinet

Board of Education was to confirm the appointment, a formal
statement of acceptance by Allen was preparedand distributed
to the press.
But once again Governor Collins and the other Cabinet
members balked.

They insisted they had no objection to Allen

himself, and from all indications they did not, but they refused
to approve a salary equal to that of the other two presidents.
The press releases were hastily recalled, and Allen decided to
wait for the two boards to resolve the issue.
Dr. MilJ:er, the ·Board of Control chairman, argued for
the Board that starting a university was every bit as demanding
as running one.

Governor Collins and the Board of Education

members saw equal salaries for the presidents as recognition of
equal status for the institutions, and they were not willing to
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concede that.

Predictably, the Board of Education won.

Two

weeks later, the Board approved a salary of $15,000, plus the
same perquisites accorded the other two presidents, and Allen
accepted in a statement almost identical with the one which had
been issued and then

recalle~.

The date was July 16.

He was

to begin work in Tampa August 1.
Dr. Allen ;' s appointment was very favorably received.
The student newspaper at the University of Florida, which earlier
had chided the Board of Education for stalling, urged the top
salary for

their vice president and spoke highly qf his

.qualifications for the new job.

Other papers around the state ·

echoed that praise.

And, while Tampa prepared a big ...welcome
for him, the two governing boards reverted to their old tug-of-war
over the next issue.:.--a name for the university.
Two days after Allen's appointment was confirmed, the
Board of Control sent to the Board of Education its 'top choice
for a name---University of Southern Florida.

Since the Cabinet

group had already; turned that one down once, .the Board sent along
as alternates Florida Gulf Coast University, Florida West Coast
University and University of Southwest Florida.

A list of forty

other suggestions received by the Board of Control from a variety
of sources was discarded.
Again the Board of Education refused to accept "Univers1ty
of Southern Florida," saying it conflicted with Florida Southern
College (a private school in Lakeland) and would also limit the
possibilities

for naming the other new state university proposed

for the lower East Coast.
newspaper

~ntests

For the next two months, while

to select a name drew hundreds of entries to
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the Board of Control, no choice was made.

On September 20,

a joint committee or the two governing boards agreed to
narrow the choice to two: Florida Gulf Coa\ t University and
Tln:tverrnity of Southwestern Flor i da..
after twice being turned down on

The Board of Control,

"Universi~y

of Southern Florida,"

suggested "University of South Florida" in the committee debate,
I

but it was promptly rejected by the two Cabinet members •
. But when the two rinal choices went to the Board of
Education on October

15

the selection process degenerated into

something resembling a party game.

When the members divided on
.
the two choices, Governor Collins suggested putting Temple ~~rrace
" ~

\...

into the title, and the alternatives incr·e ased to three.

Those

who disliked "Southwestern" said several schools around the country
had that name.

How about "Gulr Coast?"

·camp," someone replied.

"Sounds like a fish

Seeking reaction, the Governor put the

question t .o the persons attending the meeting, including the
press and a delegation of Seminole Indians appearing berore the
Board on another matter.

In the straw vote, Florida Gulr Coast

University---the rish camp title---got no support. · Four members
or the press, one Indian and Secretary or State R. A. Gray voted
Flo~fuda,

ror the University of Southwestern

and about
I

25

persons,

including the rest or the Seminoles, liked the Temple Terrace idea.
The decision was put off, and the

pr~blem

kicked back to the

Board or Control. "Poor John Allen," Gray said.
"We don't even
know how to introduce him."
The Board of Control stubbornly clung to its choice of
"University or . south Florida," and on October 22 the Cabinet
Board of Education wearily gave

in~

The vote was

, Gray abstaining and one member absent.

3-0, with

One of the members

displayed . a sheaf of telegrams protesting the name, but said
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he would accept South Florida to "get this thing out of' the
way."

Thus ended another controversy that had seen .a.U a list

of' suggestions !'rom the unlikely to the bizarre .finally reduced
to one.

It was settled.

The institution would not be known as

Ponce de Leon University, or Fla.merica University, or
of the Sunshine .State, or Professor Ludwig

w.

l

University~ -

o..U..

~

hl

~ .........--,

Buc:hliO!z .University_ ·

It would be the University of South Florida.
It is ironic that none of the principals in the debate
should have known arid remembered that the Legislature of 1943
had created the "University of South Florida," and that the
law had remained on the books for several years.

That act,

passed during the war, created a "State University to be Known
as the 'University of South Florida,' Whose Primary Purpose
Shall be a School of Medicine, a School of Pharmacy and a
School of' Dentistry."

No site - for the institution was specified.

The appropriation section of the law contained a blank

~here

the · dollar amount was to be listed, but the law nevertheless
.

'

.went into effect June 14, 1943, without the signature of Governor .
.
.
~ "'-<~ o...ct:.u;,..__ U...'·<.'-'1 ~~ ··to ('_~~ ~ .GCd::
Spessa~d Holland. ·ct:_ \..v'-tW ~~ c~Q.. ~"' ~· ~~ .. '
While the two boards were haggling over a name for the
university, Dr. Allen was hard at work.

After moving into an

.office in the Hillsborough County Courthouse, he set about to
accomplish the four major tasks that faced him: hiring of personnel,
planning of curriculum, planning of facilities and enlisting
community support.
After a secretary, the new president's first staff .
selection was a librarian, indicating the direction and
emphasis the university would assume.

Elliott Hardaway, then

assistant director of libraries at the University of Florida,
was officially hired for the new post by the Board of Control

1957, and started work soon

in September,

therea~ter.to

gathering a basic collection of books and periodicals
~irst

pegin
the

~or

class of students three years later.
In planning
'

areas at once.

~acilities,

While

Allen had to move in several

Jef~erson

pro~essional

Hamilton, a

consultant

· on campus planning, bega:fu work on an overall layout, the Board
o~

Control appointed

~ive

~rom

architects

work in an ·advisli>ry capacity with Allen.
Hardaway's appointment was

co~irmed,

around the state to
At the same meeting

the Board approved the
desig~

overall campus plan and named architects to
five buildings.

~irst

tP.e

Roads surrounding the campus, sewage disposal,

area zoning and fire protection also had to be planned, ana
in these xxm needs the city 'o~ Tampa and the Hillsborough County
Commission gave the

~ull

o~

measure

support.
- ~~

.

t~e of
north~o~ the am~ll

The campus itself, located at
Tampa and about two miles

the city of
community of

Temple Terrace, included a thousand acres in one rectangle and

734 acres in another block to the northeast, where the two
sections had a common border

o~

about

hal~

a mile.

The

I

thousand-acre section had been donated by the county, while
the northeast portion had been given to the county by Stanton
D. Sanson
Board

o~

o~

Miami Beach

Control.

~or

inclusion in the site

Sanson retained a large section

a<:Ijoining the. campus, and the value

o~

of~er

o~

to the

acreage

it was to rise rapidly

in future years.
All initial development

o~

the campus was confined to

th,e thousand-acre section on the south.

Jef'f'erson and his !'i ve

architectural advisers suggested a proper grouping of buildings
and layout o~ roads and other ~eatures, and the architects then
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named to design the first five buildings (including three of
the advisers) agreed to incorporate certain related features
into their plans to give the campus a unified appearance.
In the area of curriculum development, Allen began a
series of consultations with noted educators from throughout
the country to plan the undergraduate program, and from these

€. .

meetings came the academic program which Allen and ~~--~--...
J
.
~
~
'vlut
~~
staff of administrators and professors would _mo@l?.- and refine 0~ :I "c~Cft\
·.
~~
.
' l.,._e-?'
. in the time that remained before the uni versftyt.Open• •
And during all this activity in the fall and early winter
of

1957,

Dr. Allen kept one alert hand on the public pulse.

Eager officials in Tampa cleared his
. and

path~

gratitude.

Jo

the

on many occasions,
Evenings ,he made

~ .~

-uu.

~_v

is plans and enlisting support,

and during the day his energetic
wife, Grace, carried the message
I
to an endless round of coffees, teas and punches.

From ·these :

efforts by the president and his wife, with the enthusiaatic
support of the Chamber of ·Commerce and other publ.i c officials,
would come the creation in

1958

of the University of South Florida

Foundation, an incorporated body of university friends and
. supporters organized to serve the purpose of an alumni association.
It is interesting to note how the personality and many
of the characteristics of the University of South Florida were
determined long before its first students were enrolled.
Council for the
-

S~udy

The

o_f Higher Education, for example, had

~~~_:/

recommel,1ded ~be aseparate, four-year, degree-granting·
institution, and over the objections of many it had become that.
The Council also suggested that . its buildings be air conditioned
and its academic programs be organized on a

divisional~--rather

40
than departmental---basis, and these, too, came to pass.

The

choice of a site pre-determined the university's role as
servant to a commuting

pop~lation

that would always outnumber

resident students by two to one or more.

The Board of Control

was in agreement that duplication of programs should occur only
in those areas where the other state universities were having
heaviest enrollment, and for this reason the ' University of South
Florida was instructed to begin with undergraduate programs in
'

.

general education, teacher education, business administration and
~itial
·
liberal arts. The (f!erection of buildings included no physical
education facilities, thus precluding early emphasis on athletics.
An enrollment of about

i,500 freshmen in the fall of 1960 was

•

planned long before that date, with additional classes to be
added each year until the first graduation.

Buildings were designed

to serve mul t ,iple purposes in the beginning, and . were grouped
on the campus for efficient conversion to specialized use wh.e n
the need arose.

And all of these factors were blended together

by John Allen, with the support of the Board of Control and a
growing number of proud Tampans, to form the foundation of the
new uni vera i ty.

:tll.x,xjj.libcli.JlJiliUUi

One Tampan who did not share the enthusiasm of his fellow
· citizens was Sumter L. Lowry, a retired National Guard general

wh~ ~u~ceasrully
in 1956.

Lowry,

an

against LeRoy Collins ror the gOvernorship

arch conservative who suspected Communism

was behind practically anything new, wrote Allen a series of
letters demanding to know exactly what kind of institution would
be built and what its educational

philosop~y

would be.

Allen

replied courteously to every letter, but Lowry ended the correspondence
by terming . the president's answers unsatisfactory.

.

'

Lowry was

then silent, but his inf'luence was to be telt again in future
years.

He had conducted a similar letter-writing campaign

to University of Florida President Hillis Miller several years
earlier, and had stopped only when Miller threatened to sue him.
Collins, who had entered the governorship in 1954 in a
special election victory over acting Governor Charley Johns--another future nemesis of the University of South Florida--had been re-elected in 1956 to a regular four-year term.

As

1958 began he was half way through what was to be a six-year
term as governor, and had developed into a mature and able
leader.

His . outstanding service to Florida---many people

felt he was a better governor than Florida deserved---was to
come more in his last three years in office than in his first
I

three, and during that time many of .XU his fears and reservations
about the far-reaching recommendations of the Brumbaugh Rep')rt
were to evolve into strong support.
Despite a freeze that damaged crops and hurt tourist
bus~ness

in early 1958, the university XIX survived a forced

cut in its building budget and had two buildings under construction
by the end _o f .the · year.

In May the growing staff and Hardaway's

expanding bo.ok collection moved out of the courthouse and into
a large house near: downtown Tampa, and on September
was broken on the new campus.

A group . of

~igh

5 "gr.ound

school

~~8

who would be eligible to enter the first class helped Dr. Allen
and Governor Collins perform the traditional spade ceremony.
The day before, the charter creating the University of South
Florida Foundation was signed by Allen and a group .of citizens
wl;10se names were -now familiarly associated · with the university:
,
Sam M. Gibb<:>nsyR:b: Saunders, John F. Germany (now a circuit

· v!U)WQ.,u,s.~),_;
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judge), Ellsworth Simmons and several others.
To the characteristics of the university which had been
formed through study, debate and compromise prior to mid-1958,
the people who joined the staff after that brought their own
ideas and personali ti ea to be assim:i.lated into the whole ..
Foremost among them were seven men who, with Dr. Allen,

s~red

the responsibility for most of the detai+ed planning of
curriculum, organization and policy.

Members of this "Little

Cabinet" were:
')}-Dr. Sidney J. French, at 64 the elder statesman of . . the
...
'

group.

He was · dean of, the College of Basic Studies, cornerstone

of the University's general education program.

A chemist;, he

'

and Dr. Allen---an astronomer---had taught together at Colgate
I

University in the early 1930's and had set up there one of the country's
first general education programs in thescienceso Fredch later
~/
.
became dean of the faculty at Colgate, and held~ post~
for ten years before

~'retiring"

as dean of ~olliris College~
I
1

in 1954 to begin a new career

His third "car~er"
at
.}

-~

him .together with Allen again, and the two of them shaped .most
of the philosophy on which the new . m:-iversi ty b_egan cwerationo

)f Robert L. Dennard, a

brigh~lic
~

.

·a ccountant who was
ll~

barely 31 years old when he became ·

manager.

Dennard got a bachelor's degree with honors from the University
of Florida and stayed on to work there in the business office
for •six

years~

rising rapidly to the position of

com~troller.

Dr.

,..1\Lewis B. Mayhew, 42, who became director of evaluation
I

services and institutional research.

Mayhew, an erudite and

sometimes brilliant psychologist, was another strong
I

of general education.

advoca~e

His experience was in the Midwest--;_
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Michigan State University and Stephens College---and he had
directed some recent studies of general education in that region.
~Dr.

Howard .G. Johnshoy, dean of student affairs.

Johnshoy

had a doctorate in education from Columbia and had been an
.

'

assistant to the president aT,ld later dean of stur.tent affairs
at Ball State· College. A bachelor, he was 42.
D""·
ARussell M. Cooper, dean of the College of Liberal Arts.

»

Cooper was a former assistant dean of the University of Minne'sota 1 s
liberal arts college and chairman of an interdisciplinary studies
program there, and was equally sold on the concept of general
education.

Cooper was

50

years old.

)fl Dr. Jean A. Battle, 45, dean of the 6ollege of Education.
Battle was a native of Alabama .and had a doctorate in education
'

from the University of Florida.

He had served for many years as

a faculty member, dean of students and finally dean

ot;

the college

at Florida Southern College.
~ Dr.

Charles N. Millican, also with a doctorate from the

University of Floridao

He became USF's ·dean ·of the College of

Business Administration, returning _to Florida from Hardin
Simmons University where he had been dean of the business schoolo
Millican was

43

and a Baptist minister.
.
"'-.tc..cvz.X~ U-K.A..k /
These seven and Dr. Allen, ~Jb&a F jDiB~rl~ librarian

Hardaway and Ra Dr. Frank H. Spain, the University registrar,
.

-

~~

/

.

.

.

designed the. fr~ework :l!a- which~ to house the University
during its formative years.

During late 1958 and 1959, Dr.

Allen kept a steady flow of these plans and policies

going to

'

the Board of Control for approv-al, and the Board gave them
~uick

and enthusiastic support.

A period of happy success---

it might evep be called serendi pity---seemed to surround the

. '' 44
..,) '))

young university, and after the previous years of controversy
the change was welcome.

It was to last through the first year

'o f operation, · and then---as all honeymoons

must-~. -it

would

return with a jolt to reality.
This period in the University of South Florida's
development, while far from uneventful, was nevertheless quieter
and more serene than any it had known or perhaps would ever know.
A very vital creative process was underway, but it was a calm
a11d deliberative process, and it took place in an atmosphere' ,of
enthusiasm and cooperation.

Therewere a few noteworthy events
... . . .

-for the press to record in the two years preceding the university's
official opening---groundbreaking, the start of the Foundation,
the creation of the university seal---but most of the significant

activity~

the institution 1 s new employees was mental rather

than physical, and newspaper stories that earlier seemed full of
conflict and action now struggled to convey ideas, to tell what
the university would be.
The 1959 Legislature restored the construction funda which
had been stripped from the university's bu<:Iget the year before
and also appropriated money for a sixth major building and some .
smaller facilities.

The Foundation, se.eking funds to supplement

a · Federal dormitory loan, launched a drive for · $55;000 and ended
up with $80,000.

A Tampan, Henry Gardner, designed the university

seal, with the name and the founding year in a circle surrounding
a globe, a sun and a lamp of learning, beside which were the words,
"truth" and "wisdom."

Construction was underway on five buildings,

three of which would be ready for the opening of school, and the
r'irst of them was occupied April 26, 1960.

~i:l~ b~~

twenty-four months

These were the ..,..

pr~or

to September, 1960.
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And as they,took place, Dr. Allen and his "Little Cabinet,"
armed with a wealth of advice . rec·orded from the visits 'o r
numerous consultants and full of their own fresh ideas and
enthusiasm~

worked long hours in a heady atmosphere

could only come once in a lifetime.

:m~.

that

They were stimulated by.

the opportunity to build a university literally from scratch,
and they were happily supported by a community which had not
begun to grasp the impact it would have.
Dr. All'en and Dean French were the chief arc hi teet s
of the curriculum and . philosophy.

They planned, fir·st "of all,

the College ·or Basic Studies, in which seven major courses
·would be offered. : All freshmen and .sophomores .would enroll
there, · taking at , least six of th,e se courses, and the · emphasis
ws:ml,d be on general education..

There would be heavy emphasis,

too' on·good teaching above all else, and the best professors
would teach here as well as in rr1ore specialized, higher leve.l

-~/

lCm}aklul±x · In the early catalogs and other publications

of the university, these sentences were often found:
"A good, college education has unity and balance ••• "
"Techno'!ogy .is today changing our ways of living,. and of
making a living, so rapidly and so profoundly that it is neither
desirable nor sensible to train for specific, specialized jobs
in college.

Indeed, this is not the function of a college

· education."
"No one can predict the nature of the changes that may
take place for any individual, but a good college education must
assume that changes will take place for many and provide for them
as best it can by emphasizing broad fundamentals of knowledge
and intellectual skills."
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"In the final analysis, any real education is self'education."
"We will not be satisfied that we have a 'whole man'
'

if he is trained only ~s ~narrow specialist."
"Each of our colleges accepts the idea that a college
education begins with a broad base of general courses, proceeds
to more specialized work and ends with a forma l effort to bring
t 'ogether the many separate threads of an education into a
significant synthesis." ·
"The basic studies

.

... .....

'

provide that part of a student's

.

education which should be held in commori by all well-educated
persons."
This was general education, and it was to , be the underlying
ph,ilosophy of the university.

There was to be- emphasis on

independent study, on interdisciplinary pursuits; there would
be no separate academic departments, but broader divisions
instead.

Faculty would be sought whose interests and experience

spanned two or more fields of study.

Curricula wpuld be planned

' by faculty members from the entire university, and many would
teach on joint appointm·e nt in two or even three colleges.
President Allen was asked before the university opened
what he considered its most significant ' policies to be, and ·
he replied:
.

~

'

"First, our c~mmit~ent to educate the whole man.
Secondly~

our emphasis on a faculty dedicated to the

of good teaching.

importt~nce

Then, our all-university approach---the

insistence that everything we do contributes to education, in
and out of the classroom.

And

finall~couragement

of

individual effort, setting a pace, faster or slower, as the
individual requireso"
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There would be, in short, an accent on learning---that
title was given to the university catalog---and it would be
university-wide.

The theme would be unity:, and words like

"teamwork," "coordination;" centralization" and "combination"
would be frequently employed to describe it.

What was sought

was "a total university, not a collection of individual parts."
And the end product .v-R'iiiR!:••imii3i'· would hopefully be self-

.

motivated individuals who had learned to think and act independently
and to pursue knowledge on their own.
It was, on the . whole, . a good plan.

It

ha~

.b.een
.
put

together by men who had seen other institutions bogged down
in tradition, in rigid specialization, in inefficiency.
would

~ttempt,

It

through careful organization and streamlined .

procedure, to·. rescue the student from the impersonal assembly
line and make of him a broadly-prepared individual.

"A

.

university should be · an organized opportunity for self-education,"

~

~~~

Dr.

~n

.

his opening address to the faculty and students,

and that is wh~;t the University of South Florida .set qut tv be.
.
(_c..~~ ~~~~A. ~n...J;,)
A faculty of a'M>ut a hundred personsAwaa assembled .from
all parts of the United States to begin the first year of
classes.
of

~

them--~over

average age was only 39, and almost three-fourths
twice the national

Many of. them had .b een

attr~cted

average~.;.-held

doctorates.

to the University . of South

Florida by the dream of starting with a

fre~h

slate, without

traditions and sacred cows, and they came with the best of
their varied experiences to help blend a new kind of education.
~

They wouilid try, in the words of a major stated oojective of
...

the university, "to create a community of

scho~ars,

dedicated to

' ·~

teamwork ·in the search for truth 1 the exchange of ideas, and the
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establishment of high standards of intellectual inquiry and
creative activity."
All this the city of Tampa accepted without question.
Few people even bothered to ask where the football team would
play, or where fraternity row would be; that would come in
due time.

Right now there was a big new university abuilding,

and it was Tampa's biggest new industry ever, and who cared
about dry educational philosophy?

Of more importance was all '

that construction, , and all those new · fami.lies entering the
market arena, and all those students who would be c'o ming, along.
As ;the opening of· school approached, the
was sailing briskly in calm and friendly seas.
was a command to the Chamber of Commerce.

univer~ity

Its every wish

Its press relations

were so good that it had only to respond to repOrters clamoring
for news.

Special newspaper sections printed by the Tampa

Tribune and the Tampa Times in August of 1960 were full of
ads welcoming the university and stories of praise from public
also
officials and envious educators, and the papers~escribed at
great leng th the policies, programs and people of the -new
institution.
Governor _Collins, approaching the end of his tenure
>

in office, was scheduled to give the principal address · at the .
opening convocation of the university.

In six years he had

presided over the conception, creation and construction of
Florida's first university of the twentieth century, and during
that time he had changed from a
enthusiastic advocate.

s~ptical

opponent t'o an

On September 26, 1960---a day made

famous in history by the first televised debate between
Presidential candidates Richard M. Nixon and John F. Kennedy--:-
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LeRoy Collins spoke with an eloquence that made his earlier
hesitancy seem remote and insignificant.

He said the state

of Florida was facing up at last to its obligations to improve
the higher education of its youth, and behind him stood the
most striking illustration of that fact.

He spoke of the

"unparalleled opportunity to pioneer new frontiers in higher
education and forge new educational traditions for the generations
that will follow."

He t·alked of the constancy and the inev±tabili ty

of c·hange, of the need to "peel away and discard the layers of·
myth and·ignorance,--:..of prejudice and dogma."

He spoke of

the blurred vision -of people "looking at the problems of the
world of the twentieth century with eighteenth century field
glasses."

And then he said the basic aim of this new university

"is to assist the individual student to equip himself first with
a set of values and a broad understanding of ·man, and then with a
set of toolst to enable him to help make of this world the kind
· or place in which he and. his children can live in dignity, in
mutual helpfulness, and in peace with the other inhabitants of
the earth.

11

.

And ·when he finished, the educational experi,ment that
had originated seven years before was launched.
all was theory.

To this point,

Now came the crucial test: Would it work?
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From September or 1960 through December or 1961---the

\

rirst rull academic year and the beginning or the second--enjo~ed

the University or South Florida

several unique distinctionso

· ~~

In addition to being the newest universitJnand the only completely
air conditioned one, it had these assets:
)!} A young and energetic raculty which was, man ror man, as

well-trained as any in the

· So-v.::.tL.;

\io·•••Y

(if degrees are indicative

of good training);

*

.

.

.JL

A curriculum ~ncumbered by such accumulated trivia as

is found clinging to the catalogs or older institutions;

* A community . or

enthusiastic students rree

rro~

the

distractions or rootball and rraternities and queen contests;

'»,··:;:~~·
__.. . · a~ -a~inistration

and supporting' staff of

p~;ople .. h~~d ·

./

at work tnanslating theory into practice, without pressures
rrom powerful alumni or long-ensconced academic feudal lords.
Under the banner of the
was one big and happy ramily.

11

all-University approach.~

11

it

Committees were rormed to develop

further the skeletal philosophy that had been established,

~nd

not · only administrators but faculty and student.s and non-academic
starr members as well participated in these committee deliberations.
Students formed clubs---local rraternities---which emphasized
service rathe.r than social activity, · and other student groups":"-~ax

religious, recreational, scholastic and special interest---

also sprang up.

The basic general eP.ucation curriculum had to
\..~~~1)
be built upon, and in each college committees or rac~Il
the colleges carerully designed each new course.

A University

Senate, with representation rrom all parts of the campus cqmmunity,
gave final approval to these new courses and programs as they
were completed.

The timetable of priorities was headed by
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"Strong Undergraduate Teaching," and · other fun ctions, such as
research, would have more modest . beginnings.
athletics, that was a long way off.

As for intercollegiate

The university policy said,

in effect, "Let ' 's build a top-notch instructional program, then
add research and other ' scholarly pursuits, get ourselves
accredited, and then we'll talk about sports."

An intramural

program was started with limited facilities, and a pickup team
of student "all-stars" played a couple of "extramural" games wi t 'h
area colleges, but this hitit of an approaching intercollegiate
··.· ....

program was quickly discontinued and recreational pprsuits were
confined to the campus.
The accent was very definitely on learning,' and from the
beginning the university developed and cultivated a reputa:tion
for toughness and no-nonsense pursuit of academic quality.
There was pride among all members of the "team," and morale was
so high that few people balked at the heavy work load.

The

Fine Arts Division of the College of Liberal Arts became the
university's spectator sport, and culture---instead of athletics--was in the showcase.

Dr. Lewis B. Mayhew, the university's

scholarly idea man, put together in a booklet called "Intellectual
Tone , for a State

U~iversity"

some of the ideals the institution

might pursue, and these reflected the high promise that accompanies
a fresh start · on a clean slate.

The .booklet spoke of

th~

intrinsic importance of ideas and of academic pursuits, the
scholarly scruti?Y of any subject, the encouragement of creativity,
the acceptance of uncertainty.

It related the problems of newness

and of assembling an entirely new team of faculty and students from
a variety of backgrounds.

It said the university should be a
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"f'orum in which all variety of' opinion may be expressed and
questioned."

"So long as all questions, no matter how

extreme, are treated

as

academic matters, the university may

be successfully def'ended •••• It is when the university departs
f'rom these principles of' rational analysis and scholarly
. treatment of' all questions tha.t it runs into trouble."

This

was academic f'reedom in its purest f'orm, the ideal toward which
every good college struggles, and the booklet on intellectual
tone said a new university, even a state-supported one, could
and must attain. this essential goal·•

.P

.

,,

·' (le_u.v.;t b-k ~~.)

The University's f'irst catalog,

~written
I

'

and edited by

Dean Sidney French in 1959, presented the philosophical framework
of' the new university, and the second one, compiled by Dr. Mayhew,
reinforced these principles.

They
spoke of' self-education, pf
r

college as a ,full-time job and as a preparation for life, of
the university is servant and leader, of personal

res~orisibility

and maturity, of extracurricular activities as related to th4
·learning process. · In the realm of student welfar'e, Dean Howard
Johnshoy emphasixed maturity, urging students to

establ~sh

adult standards of conduct and behavior rather than having them'
imposed upon them.

Instead of' long lists of' rules with punishment

for violators; students entered an atmpsphere of development in
'

'

which they were urged to analyze their own mistakes and apply
mature criticism and correction to them.

At times the lack of

guideposts left students in confusion and _u ncertainty, but no
one could complain of' being treated like
high

s.chool--~it

a child.

This was not

was a young and incompletely formed univer,sity,

striving for identity and stability with an untried group ot
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freshmen and a faculty of widely diverse backgrounds, beliefs
and temperaments.

It was idealistic---sometimes unrealistically

so---but the dream of building a new Harvard in the South was
so compelling that most of those who were a part of the project
labored continuously and without complaint toward such a Utopia,
full

~it

never end.

could be done and hope that the dream would

Accent on learning, the all-university approach,

general 'education, independent ·study, outstanding t .eaching, a

/

I

community of scholars, organized self-education---these were
.

the by-words of the University of South Florida.
cl~ches,

If" they were

that fact was ignored; if they had been tried before,

no one seemed to know or care; if they were unrealistic, no one
dared suggest it.

The overwhelming majority of faculty, students,

administrators and staff were .caught up in the excitement . of a
maiden voyage, and in the first year they were together there
was hardly a disparaging word among themo
The physical - plant of the university consisted of an
administration building, a student center and a chemistry
building, plus a power plant and a maintenance building, when
classes began.

The library and a theatre-auditorium building

were completed before the ·first year ended.

As grass began

cover the sand and landscape plants added a look of

~o

permane~ce,

the physical plant was enlarged on a timetable keeping it barely
'

ahead of the growing student body.
purposes in the beginning, and by

-

All buildings ser.v ed multiple

1965, when . there were more than

fifteen buildings valued .X in excess of $20 million, ~'-·~
academic

divisi~re

scattered or temporarily located in

quarters designed for other uses.
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A university women's club was started the first year
under the guidance of MrJ. Allen, the president's wife, and
.

'

'

.like the university itself, it followed the all-university
approach. · Membership included not only faculty wives and
wives of administrators, but secretaries and wives of nonacademic personnel as well.
In January of 1961, Florida inaugurat·ed a .new governor:
Farris Bryant, the former legislator who eight years earlier ,
had

int~oduced

the bill calling for creation of the Council for

the Study of Higher Ed ucation in Florida.

Bryant rode into

office on t he strength of a pro-segregation campaign against
Doyle Carlton Jr., a moderate, and wherrhe took over as state
executive he 'was recognized as a north Florida (Ocala) conservative
and a staunch segregationist.

During the campaign he had vowed

to save the taxpayers $50 million and preserve separation of
the races during his administration.
Five months later, with Bryant's prior approval, the
University of South Florida admitted t:wo Negro school teachers
to its first summer term and became the first state university

I·

in Florida . to allow Negroes in an undergraduate course.

With

that crack in the wall, the new univer 's i ty led the way to gradual
integration in all the state universities before Bryant left
office, but each Negro application

Jm.X

had to be cleared through

the Board of Control and the governor before it could be accepted.
In a word, Bryant had backed down on his popular segregation ·
pledge, but he quietly kept his thumb in the bottle and removed
it only when he felt he had to.
Integration at the University of South Florida was notable
for the quiet and unemotional way it took place.

The local
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press duly re:ported the event, but there was no advance
publicity, no hint of violence or discord, and from the
beginning the university's Negro students were treated the
same as all other stuaents.

So normal and uneventful was

the .first Negro enrollment that many persons-:---including, no
doubt, Tampa's most volatile segregationists---were not even
aware it had taken place.

When the second year of 'classes

began in September of 1961, Governor Bryant addressed an
honors .convocation at

±kB~~~

'
which the university band

provided the music, and the band's tuba player, seated just
.. . . . .

below the platform where Byrant stood, was the university's
first full-time Negro student.

If the Governor noticed, he

gave no indication of it.
The newness of the university, its size and the heavy
demands of planning and operating simultaneously placed kix a
considerable burden on the new community of scholars · and would-be
scholars in the beginning.

Almost every student was

.iul~

experiencing his first contact with higher education, and the
adjustment was painful.

In addition, there were social activities,

clubs, student government and sports activities, and these had
to be orga~ized and launched.

The Fine A~ts Division began a

series of lectures, plays, concerts and art exhibits, and while
these provided recreation and cultural stimulus, they also m~ant
more work.

The Board of Control, after two years of study,

planned to convert the university system from·semester operation
to a trimester plan in the fall of 1962, and this served to
speed .the pace of activity at USF.
So busy were the students and faculty, and so high was
morale during the first year, that the nearelst thing to a
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controversy was a mild student "demonstration" over the wearing
or shorts .on campus.

It took place on a warm May day in 1961,

when about a hundred students in dress varying

~rom

Bermudas

to coats and ties gathered in the Administration Buildfng patio
to protest a vague university policy concerning dress.

The

policy said students were young adults who should not have to
be guided by rigid regulations, and added that dress should b.e
"appropriate to the acti vi. ties in which the individuals are
engaged."

Tae students wanted a yes-or-no answer on the wearing

or shorts to class, but they never got it, and the b-rief march
soon disintegrated.

The campus newspaper called Dean Johnshoy 1 s

explanation of the policy "vague .and cloudy."
Otherwise, all was peaceful.
first under Bryant's administration,
i~

disappointing session

The 1961 Legislature,
fx±~

ended a

which the Governor 1 s . forces held

appropriations
to
.
. . rock bottom in an effort to fulfill
'

campaign pledge of a

$50

million savings.

~kK

his

This kept the

University of South. Florida from getting · back on its originallyplanned

constructio~pace,

and not much else.

but it aroused a little grumbling

The building space was needed, and so were

the pay raises that went _by the wayside, but everybody was too
busy to complain for long; and it was too early for the
inevitable

x

chinks in a new institution bVilt by mortals to

mani-fest themselves.

A new community of scholars in sunny

Florida was no longer the Utlbpia it had appeared to be to
the newcomers, but it wasn't exactly a mirage either.

There

was a freshness 'and a uniqueness about the place that made
faults seem minor, ·and between the spanking new campus and the
•
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comfortable residential areas of Temple Terrace and Carrollwood
the faculty
and administration worked and played in an
.
\

atmosphere foreign to the experience of most of them.
It iwas · not until the fall of 1961 that uneasiness
· began to be n.o titfble, and even then the momentum of the
first year swept the charter faculty and their newly-arrived
colleagues into the Christmas season with only minor stalling .
of the well-oiled educational machine.

Some members of the

faculty .were beginning to question the effectiveness of the
all-university approach and the general education program of
the College of Basic Studies, but their objections had not
crystallized.

Dr. Mayhew, whose outspokenness had made him

strong friends and equally strong enemies, announced in November

.

that . he would resign in February to accept
a more lucrative and
.
presti€Jus position at Stanford Uniiversity.

I

the Search for Truth, was launched f;r

A new forum,

~the objec~ive

discussion

of contemporary national and world affairs," and quickly
stirred up

ll ~.:m

race relations.

a minor controversy with a candid debate on
And just beEore the holidays, announcement of

a new procedure for registration drew quick protests .fm.rx from
students.

But all these events had a ring of familiarity • .

They resembled the happenings on college campuses everywhere,
and while they began to put cracks in the perfect mirror of
the new 'u niversity, they also made wonderous faculty members
smile and acknowledge that this was really a university after
all, new· and different and

~aybe

even a little better than most,

but a university just the same---not perfect, not without fault,
but a place where things were happening, where there was ferment.
The forums. stimulated discussion, as did the Deceinber visit of
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..

an orricial

or

the Russian Embassy in Washington, and such

things didn't always
.. meet
. with complete understanding either

\2-n.. . -

\_<?n /

among state or.ficials or\{ the community or ythe campus i tsel.f,
but they were honestly approached, in the spirit o.f Mayhew's ·
"intellectual tone" ideals, and generally speaking, they were
welcomed.
'

~

I

. In December President Allen named Dean French to rill
the position

or

dean

or

academic a.frairs, a post the president

himselr had doubled in .for the .first year and a half, and Dr.
Edwin P. Martin, chairman of the biological sciences course
in the · College

or

Basic Studies, moved up to the deanship

that college to replace French.

or

Mayhew's job---insti'tutional

research and 'evaluation services---was divided, with Dean French
assuming the research role and .Dr. Cli.frord Stewart taking over
. the testing progr.a m.

As 1962 neared, the University was

approaching the end of a period
had been

a busy_..-orten

or

relative bliss.

hectic,-period, no one could question:,

•

but few serious snags had interrupted the spirit
that prevailed.

That it

or

cooperation

Practice was revealing that the theory needed

some repair, and this was taking place; some faculty members
wer~

beginning to chare under the weight of committee work and

other extra duties; others showed some frustration ·· toward the
general education program, and student leadership was beginning
to assert itself.

Yet in spite of all these things, the ~~&

dominant attitude was one of satisfaction, tempered by the
growing realization that the
faults.

~iversity

did, a.fter . all, have some

What lay around the corner in the new year was something

later described as the university

equivalent\~ the

baby blues.

The new ins'ti tution had been born to the cheers of the throng,
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and in its early hours of life it had drawn only praise.
Now those who had to live with this new child---the administrators
and faculty and students---had passed through the first .flush
of 'pride into the r~ality of its presence and its need f6r
attention.

The baby wa~ home, the smiling visitors bearing
~nd

gifts were gcine,
picture.

somebody had to see the other side of the

This was not a perfect angel, but a manmade institutlon

:m£ reflecting the imperfections of its creators.

It had faults,
'

and high spirits and hard work alone would not repair them.
Some compromise would also be needed, probably some -hurt feelings
and some ' realistic thinking---and a tough skin as well.
From 1953 to 1965---through the University of South
y~ars

Florida's

o.f conception,

gestation~

birth, childhood

and adolescence---the first eight years were by all odds the
easiest, stormy ·as they sometimes were.

For with the beginning

of 1962 came the most cqntroversial, the most unbeliavable,
the .m ost astounding
,

~f.Jo.f
.

all, one which was to shake the

very foundations of the university and hold it tottering on
.

.

·.

,~~~_)

the brink of ~~sn'i for a large part of the next eighteen
months •·

'
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the
character of the institution and the direction which it was
to follow for years to come.

Is he

Forty-five miles north of the University of South
Florida campus, in the rolling citrus grove country near
.
~~eo/
.
Brooksville, . a rambling, ~-story frame house sat atop a
hill.

Its spacious lawn was well manicured, and a rich

variety of native Florida plants and trees thrived bene.a th
the towering live oaks which surrounded the houseo
ftk.tlUlli~U

social

Col. Raymond

. ·fv..J.j

economi~ived

and in

1932~~eded

to the

u. s.

Hobin ~ ,

~XXIX

an internationally known

.

there with his wife for many years,
the home and surrounding

~roveland

Department of Agriculture to be used as an

e.x periment stationo

Col. Robins, whose own colorful · background

included a personal acquaintance with Nicolai Lenin and a major
role .in the founding of the YMCA, left a romantic legend wfth
his country estate when he died in 1954, and that legend
remained when the University of South Florida acquired the
house and 114 acres on a long t erm lease from the Department
of Agriculture.

The University used the property for botanical

research. and for retreats and conferences; later, it was

ww~twaw

wwtri~wx declared surplus property and the state acquired it for .

the University.
Col. Robins named his country home Chinsegut, an Eskimo ·
word meaning "Where the things of the spirit, having been lost,
are regained."

From the wide porch that surrounded three sides

of the house, he could look .out on the lush greenness of the
yard and

~~~

that to the groves and the soft hills beyondo

In this secluded paradise he sought "the things of the spirit,"
int9·
and'n this same setting· years later faculty members and administrators
and students of the university retreated

to evaluate their progre.ss

and plan for the future in an atmosphere of quiet reflection.
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One such retreat took place at Chinsegut on January 6,
1962.

Members of the University of South Florida faculty and

administration gathered there that cool and rainy Saturday for
a day-long series of discussions on the state of the university.
It was a dreary day,

ma~.x.:.t.l!l..luc.mi

and the mood of the .fa.c ul ty

seemed to match the weather, for with the new year had come a
dawning discontent that was just beginning to express itself.
Three specific things---and a few more minor ones---contributed
to this discontent.
The first of these was registration, a perennial thorn
.

in the flesh of almost every c ollege.

'-

In December the university

had announced a new method of registration for the second semester,
and reaction had been far from favorable.

Under the new plan,

students would list the courses they wished to take and the hours
when they could not be available,

an~

the university registrar's

office would then arrange . the schedule without further consulting
the studen~

It w~s a somewhat desperate attempt by the universit~

to streamline the registration progess, but students . saw it as a
de-personalized step toward . what one of' them termed "educa.tion by
IBM machine," and many faculty agreed.
The second disruptive factor was the now-celebrated Search
f'or T,ruth .forum·, which in less than two months had tackled the

e race de ate promp ed Governor Bryant to ask

Pre~ident

All.en f'or 'an explanation, and several complaints from both in and
out of the Catholic Church fo]_lowed the birth control discussion,
but the faculty's concern involved not content but personalitieso

~

The
~!

~~

faculty member a

who~ conducting

the f'orums had divided

colleagues into supporting and opposing camps, and this
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split was quickly becoming an open wound.
And finally, the faculty was at odds over a speech by

Dr. Mayhew earlier that week.

In what amounted to his swan

song to the university, Mayhew had appraised the attempts to

I

I

create an intellectual tone and found them lacking.

Recounting

the goals that had been set up, he said the university "obviously
has notreached, and perhaps not even approximated, these ideals."
He spoke of poor attendance at lectures and concerts,xmi

smal~

· numbers of students in the library while throngs gathered in the
recreation parlors, and emphasis of the student ne¥ppaper on
extracurr i'cular activities, : Arid he added tp.at major sources of
student concern during the first year were regulations on t h e
· wearing of shorts and changes in the registration process, while
faculty concerns centered around the lack of executive-type
chairs, salary adjustments under the proposed trimester system
and "whether or not white jackets should be worn to formal
~

)UAA.,

'

In

'

. . .

~ ~Uro ~

w.vu_ ~~

~ UL.c.l:A.~, . . ...... ,
· c{ w-o...J ' t.l~-u...t. ..J DAJ~t.L ~
ltu., ~k) .~ ~~ ~
r-----v--- (;f- ~ •
1
addition to · these three dissonant notes, s~veral ·
U

receptions."

..

\J-(_;

0.,

other faculty complaints were expressed at the Chinsegut
retreat.

They concerned the University Senate, in which faculty

strength was . diluted by the presence of administrators, non-academic
personnel and students; the lack of university funds and release
time for . research; increasing breaks in the channelSof communication
between faculty and administration; and the growing burden of
faculty involvement in university affairs other than teaching and
research.

Curiously, some faculty members were complaining of

too ·much involvement in the · administration of the university, while
others . protested the faculty was not involved enough in these
.
affairs;~

this

lvCl.l.l
contradiction~

indicative of the university's

/
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growing pains and its search ror identity.

The Chinsegut

conrerence or January, 1962---ironically, the last tim!J
_
~~
as~ ~\.\L~t J
the university 1 syTaculty and administration would'
t there

.

e

to resolve their dirierenoes---was notable as the rirst real
conrrontation by the starr of the university with the problems
they faced as an infant institution trying to convert ideals
into reality.
And it was notable for one other t

. cu.d

M:JJ.,...v--~

o.-tt.~~c·~ .~

of Thomas J. B. Wenner, a lecturer in the general education
American Idea course and the man behind the Search for Truth forum.
Tom Wenner had come to the University the previous fall.
His record was an impressive one, including teaching, government
positions and new8paper work both in the United States and abroad,
?

and at fifty-five and

semi-retired~he

teach in the American Idea program.

seemed ideally suited to

His references were from

people who had . known him ten or more years before and his activities
~!L

'

of the recent past were , sketchy and hazy at best, but heYmade a

~'!-;~~,

good impression at the university, and he
as a lecturer.

'

'

. hired for one year

A stirring speaker, Wenner looked and acted .

t!o._ (.lJ~

•

superbly the part of a world traveler-;-yJtocky and of medium
\~/

tL

height, },

4. - rudd-:r-f~ced
.

'-..._~c()

'

and silver-haired).dd with a thick
~

white mustache and~/Cweed~he soon became recognized as~
~

,~;

learned liberal _,vthe raculty.
As the forum which Wenner initiated gathered steam, he

became the center of campus attention.
'

.

His sometimes-eloquent
.

-~

expression stirred off-campus notice be.cause of\, i i./liberal
slant, but among his colleagues it was his flambuoyancy that
separated the flock.

During November and December he engineered
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the forum into a platform for his personal expression, and the
~
more attention he drew the moreJspoke out. When some members
of the faculty and administration began to question his tactics_
and some of his statements, Wenner complained that he was being
pressured to keep quiet.
At the Chinsegut conference Wenner was made one of the
'

'

disCUSSiOn leaders, at least pa-rtly 'Js

liD W2s

that no effort was being made to silence him.

I

tO demonstrate

He seized the

opportunity to express his pet peeves, dominating two long sessions
with a series of blasts at the administration of the university.
alleged
Chief among his complaints wereAadministrative disregard for the
\....~

~~/

'\

facultY";V1iJegimentation without representation," the status of·
lecturers .and others in non-professorial ranks, and Wenner's
expressed fear that academic freedom was being stifled at the .·
university.
Whether Wenner's complaints were justified was a point
of divisive debate. among the university staff during and after
the conference.

That some problems of administration and operation

had begun to appear was obvious; the extent of these, and their
seriousness, was mooto

But however accurate were Wenner's

objections, his long and rambling orations at the retreat
sometimes bordered on irrationality, and their effect was to

.

stir the emotions of other dissatisfied faculty and widen the
"r-~
~
d-~/ .
~ breech between them and their
•
eptk'iri)ifr-Colleagues.
As
\1_!1

the day ended, Wenner was a faculty

thee~

sav~~ome-and

an

eccentric malcontent in the minds of others, and there were few
_unconvinced in between.

Said one disgusted faculty member,

"It looks like we're in for a long, cold winter."
was his propheay soom became manifest.

Ho"l(T right
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Within a week, trouble was brewing in half a dozen
campus kettles.

Wenner seemed intent upon probing for the
Q IJ t!J.---vv\.. ·'Tf 9-y ~h j
point at whic.h ~m!i:e 4'1fi d=h-wOUid crumble under pressure,

\. b

\____:_~~~ .
-~dvisory committee was set up to assume control of the

Search for Truth series.

Until then, he had had a free hand to

topics and participants; now these choices ~ould be made
ther
persons who joined him for the task. Wenrier wanted the
I

next forum to la.e: concern a public school course called ".Ameri,canism
versus Communism," which the 1961 Legislature had made compulsory
for high school seniors, and the committee agreed

to~he

topic,

but ·When Wenher wanted to bring in the ultra-conservative
legislator who had proposed the course "so we can expose him,"
the committee wouldn't go along.

After a stormy debate, the

committee postponed the forum, and Wenner stormed out of the
meeting.
The next day a small group of Wenner's students who were
publishing a mimeographed "opposition newspaper" called the
G. D. I. Journal came out with an issue headlined, "Search for
Truth Series Muzzledl" and the story gave Wenner's heavily slanted
version of the forum conmiittee debate.

In the meantime, Mayhew's

farewell speech had been given feature treatment in the Tampa
Tribune, adding fuel to the fire, and discussions '!;/faculty
salaries under· the new trimester system were doing nothing to
~mua.:.tlrul

boost . morale.

These things, taken together, would have

been enough' to test the strength of the solidest of institutions,
and for ·the suddenly beleaguer,3d University of South .Florids.
they were a stiff trial indeed.

But one more straw had to be

applied, and it came when the simmering registration kettle
boiled over.
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The

~1nouncement

that the newly-installed registration

system · had developed serious rlaws could not have come at a
more inopportune time.

Students already upset by the system

and by the reverberations or the rorum series and raculty members
worried about academic rreedom and next year's salaries now
turned their rull attention toregistration.

Faculty advisers

complained that the new system had been initiated without their
prior knowledge, and complaints spread that the administration
had imposed the system and botched it up in the process.

In

· assessing the system's problems, President Allen left . the impression
with some faculty members that they were to blame because they
had not supported the plan, and so the conrlict grew.
The plan had been devised by the University's Planning
and Policies Committee, made up or the ten top administrators
·
pointed b the president,
and x two or. three facu
and tne ntent ha been to eliminate

•

the massive number or class changes made by students after a
term was started.
serious mistakes

Arter the plan was agreed upon, however, two
~ere

made.

both raculty and students;

First, it was .poorly explained to
xa«~

and, when it had been initiated,

several members or the planning committee helped to dereat it by
privately agreeing with complaining raculty members that it could
not work.

Some or the college deans, for example, first assured

~~~)
.
iill!a. :£.-egi strarjtflley woUJ.a enlist the rull SUpport Of their racul tJI~~
.

to make the best of the experimental plan, but then told their ,
~

· unhappy professors the plan was largely a creation

~J.-

l

,..

and their complaints should be directed to him. .
.·

Into this morass of

administrativ~~~ an~

discord stepped WX Thomas Wenner.

.

or~ =•~~~
faculty

The day after he had told several

colleagues he knew nothing about the registration squabble and was
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going · t.o stay out or it, he 'was helping his growing band or
student t'ollowers

organ~ze

a i'orum---a new one---to "get · at

the bottom or the registration mess."

First, the students

persuaded Dean or Students Howard Johnshoy tb submit to questions
•
on a wide range or student complaints, and with Wenner coacr. . ing
rrom the sidelines and a packed
I

.

\.

hous~

or chanting students cheering

<:-t~\..U.(J '

them on, the panel or student ~arsfgave the harried dean
~

.

a rough time.

~~v

fv....«_

When the subject got around to registration,Ythe
I

hot discussion had to be halted, and Wenner promised that the
following week more administrators would be invited in to expibain
their part' in the registration

11ll1JllU

system.

By this time Wenner was openly attacking the administration
in his classes, charging "dictatorshipl" and "repression or the
democratic process. II

His t'ollowing or discontented

to~J.~~ sw
.

and several i'aculty members joined in. At Wenner's invitation,
.
~~_..)
\~ct ·~ ~teLa
a Tampa Times reporter interviewed~ssors who"Yr · i ~ /
anonymously"because we 1 re not sure academic i'reedom extends to
~gh~y critica1/
the f'aCUlty, II and ayp-etftfon signed by 500 StUdents and thirtySeVen raculty was !'ired orr to the governor.

The .next rorum

was staged in an,. atmopphere or excitement and agitation, and
Wenner sat on the i'ront row calling instructions to his student
inquisitors while t'our deans and the registrar tried without
success to deal calmly with a barrage or loaded questions.
Cocky and impertinent, the students demanded answerBs as it' they
were a battery or prosecuting attorneys, and the packed auditorium
rocked with cheers and catcalls.
There is little doubt that the registration plan ·left
much to be desiredo

It severely restricted student choice of

hours ror classes, and put too much of the procedure in the
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hands of' bes(e~'ged and unprepared clerks.

In a.ddi tion, the

entire plan was too hastily designed, too poorly communicated
and too slowly improved when obvious f'aults developed.

But

once it was set up, there was no way to discard it and revert
to the

prev~ous

method, and for better or worse, the university

was stuck ·with it for the approaching semester.

When it began

to fall apart, a demoralized faculty did not resign itself' to
seeing it through, but instead used the plan as a sounding board
f'or the other problems that had been accumulating.

Registration

became a symbol of' the growing seriousness of' discord over
" '-

academic freedom, general education, the all-university

ap~roach

~\);u.~-~ I

.

and a host of. other disputes, and 'I' om Wenner, seeing this "wgs sa/
develop, fanned the fire with emotional charges that democracy
was dead on the campus and liberalism was being crushed.
Still, no one called his hand.

.

'

faculty members shied away from

\~J

Even the most dissatisf'ied

~1

.

assmciation with Wenner

and his rebellious tactics, but the
and
~to

urge

seemed to lose momentum (final exams and the semester break aided
~~__, <he

in this), and when the f'orurn on teaching Communism wee PO f3crh.taa¥lsd
1Wit February 20 the heat of' the past mo:ath had lessened.
~participating

in~

Wenner still was--Jiraaohtll'x:.ti.~'flie forums, though more and
more faculty members urged his replacement.

The discuss.i on on

teaching eommunism was moderated by another professor, ·and \.Jenner
was · jolned on the panel by Dr. Fred Turner of' the State Department
of' Education (he had been assigned to prepare the outline m£ll' for
the ·new course) and by Dr. James R. Cope, the ultra-conservative
president .of' nearby Florida Christian College.

Wenner performed
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with surpriaing restraint, saying the course should be objective
and analytical rather than an indoctrination program.

Later that

week, a f'aculty committee recommended changes in . f'uture registration
procedures, and f'or a. short while the air was cleared of' the
heat of'

dispute~

I

A special bond issue had also been pusheQ through

by Governor Bryant, and announcement that USF would get funds ~'- J:::
"
f'or a much-needed physics building brought considerable relief' to
\.t.h~
the science/
bothYadmini strati on and'(.facul"ty-.
I

\ .

The relative . quietude was all too brief.

On February 25, a news release from the University announced
that Dr.

,~erome

Davis, a former Yale Divinity School professor,

would lecture the f'ollowing Tuesday to students in the general,
education American Idea course.

On Monday, President Alien

received an early morning phone call f'rom

Joe McClain, a state

legislator from neighboring· Pasco County, who complained that
Davis was dangerously close to being a Communist and should not
be allowed to speak.

The president stalled, e...nd af'ter hanging

up called in Dr. Robert A. Warner, chairman of the American Idea
course, to get the facts.

After a lengthy

confer~nce

and .:.t.E.:m several of the deans, Allen decided that the
Davis was too controversial to risk a fight over.·

with Warner
70-ye~:.~t-old

He had a

distinguished background, attested to by half' a _column of biogra_p hical
data in Who's Who, but he also had made several appearances before
the House Un-american Activities Committee and had belonged to a
number of organizations
subversive.

R

listed by the Attorney General as

Allen said in a statement, "when I looked into his
' · ~hat /
~rom

backgriliund, I decided

the institution's point of view his

appearance before a class would be inappropriate.

Had Mr. Davis

been invited to speak outside the class, where attendance is

70'

voluntary, and under other auspices than the administration
of the University of South Plol' ida, we would not have objected.,"
Davis ' was notified immediately that his appearance had '
. La ;
been cance ed,· put\ (flood of phone calls poured into the president's
'

office all day _from pubibic officials and other political conservatives
who had be.e n told
about
Bavis but were unaware of the cancellation. ·.
., '
.
The American Association of University Professors · chapter at the
.
'
University, already uneasy about 'academic freedom in the midst,
'

of strained relations with the administration, pushed the president
from the ~ppos'ite direction.

In a statement to the · pr'ess, tl;le AAUP

.· · ~the

said the ;right awf~structor to choose his own methods and ma:X.Jd:a.ix
resources had been . violated, and urged from Allen

a

"clarification

.of the . classroom r,ights and reJ.!!ponsibilities of the teacher at .the
,,

'

University
of South
·Florida."
..
·.
,)

·· Thomas .. Wenner's reac.tion ·to the fresh controversy was a
"curious one.

Before he learned that Davis would not appear as

scheduled, : he complained bitterly to several staf.f members that
he had been asked to transport Davis to the campus and was in

b~ing bran~

danger of
association with him. Wenner
"-near . ,
lived.' WZephyrhills, a small community northeast of .t he campus,
and Davis had a summer home there.

"Davis could ·quote me as

saying anything after a two.:..hour automobile trip with him," Wenner
said.

If Wenner felt that his _own campaign for·more freedom of

speech and expression .m::lllld.l'i.xl!l.& shouibd be extended to include
Jerome Davis, he made no mention of it.
But no . one had much time to devote to Wenner.

An uneasy

campus truce had been shattered by the Davis incident, and now
outside pressures were added to the intramural strife.,

Following

~-the

Da:vis episode and the pe.sultant public protests from

both liberal professors and conservative politicians, these
explosions erupted like a chain of . firecrackers:
·:~

th~

Education writer :steve Raymond of the Tampa Tr.i bune explored
wP,ole, range of the universi ty's internal problems, from faculty

morale to registration to stude nt rights, .in a Sunday feature.
·:( Harry Golden, .an outspoken liberal, gave a public lecture
on the campus and was shouted at by a heckler for downgrading
the John Birch Societyo
{~ . The

Coalition of Patriotic Societies, an ultra-right wing

organization .fathered by Sumter L. Lowry, began in it.s newsletter
' .

to lambast the .university for 'inviting lib~ral speakers to the
.

·'

campus and for "other activities of a leftist nature.,"

Lowry, the ·

avowed foe of. anything even approaching liberalism, thus attempted
·'

·; .

for the second time to pressure the University into a .c ourse more
to his liking.

*

Harrison Covington, a USF art professor, was chosen by a

cux

local,\_committee to paint six murals in the county courthouse
lobby, but the county commission balked, and aft .e r much well- ... +- 17 .' •
.
~ ~~ lt-t-'{L&._ t1u.u. -tc 'turD JU-". ,\J!) ~
~cized~scussi~=nt~~~~~s,;'ff, . U

aiS;l:ry:

MO
{i-

Hi

~&uin~-

~

The Board of Control and Governor Bryant, with $1.3 million

to distribute in pay raises, announced their intention to use
only half that amount for adjus:ting salaries in the conversion
'

'

of the university system from semesters to a year-round trimester
program.

Full use of all appropriated funds for the conversion

had . been urged by the university presidents and many legislators,
but the Governor and his forces said 11 per cent raises, instead
of the

25

'

.

per cent asked by the universities, would be given.
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USF• s faculty, along with 1'a.culties of the other state uni ''ersities,
publicly protested the Governor's plan and said the trimester system
might not get off the ground unless ad e quate pay adjustments were made.
oot~se,

In the end, of

Bryant got his way.

The Board of Control, a

majority of whoae members he had already appointed (though he had been
\

· ~, ~

:" '"!' ,.

in office only fifteen months), held the line where he wanted it, and

' ,;.•~

I

•

•

'

:.,:.:;,:· .·. ~. .::~iii~;:}~:~-~Ji r~~",'i)q~;-~, ' ~}~.f.., c ~h~~ d/~: ~Ut:;t.~~~~:4.'~J~n.~ itJ;i~b~~t-~;~:;.;~~~~;;_~ .-;_~-~: 1 ~,~r~
.·..,:.:.: -._\. ,··....* The Zepnyrhills News, a weekly paper . ~n We.nne:r- s. adopt~d _.
·-' - · ·.,.,,
1

~ .,

• '•

'

•.

~

\.' •• ••

"

•

. ••

'

; -. '

.l'' •

, ,' • '

,

'

•

..

.

/·~

•

editor George
Wickstrom which strongly supported Wenner and ,
.. \ ,...,. '
~

excoriated the University on the Davis matter and some other
purely internal matters that only Wenn er could have ~old the~ about.
A~l

in all, March was not the best of months for a tottering

young University still only eighteen months old.
But it was only the beginning.
it was mild

For if March was hectic,

beside the bizarre events of April and

the . xX~

cloak~and-dagger . intrigueth& followed in the confusing weeks
'

of May.

J

Iri. .fact, after March 1962 ended, ·the University of

South Florida was not to kKl8I:K enjoy anything appro.aching normalcy
for more than a year • .
The strange events of April, coming on the heels of the
I

University's · "long, cold winter" of discord, drew together into
sympathetic relationship five bitter opponents of the

ne~ .

institution, and with the passage of time the outside pressures
on the University kKKXM& evolved from disjointed and spasmodic
thrusts to a series of calculated and 'coordinated blows.
of these enemies had an

axe

Each

to grind; had they been of singular

purpose, they might well have succeeded in toppling the University
in its infancy.

As it was, they came dangerously close.

The rebellious five were Thomas Wenner; Mrs. Jane Tarr·
Smith, a Tampa housewife and mother of a USF student; George
Wickstrom of Zephyrhills and his son Bernard; Sumter 1. Lowry
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..

and his Coali~ion of Patriotic Societies; and State Senator
Charley E. · .rohns~ . the former acting Governor who headed a
muc.h-fe ared l<:gi slati ve investigating comr;li ttee.
~ncluding

That others,

Governor · Farris Bryant and one of the University's

own deans, may _a'l so have entered into the

~~is

a

_

possibility that was frequently rumored but never proved.

But

with :or without help, the five dissidents .and their followers
·'

'

'·

gave the Uni:versi ty all the problems it could handleo .

'

And of the fi:ve, none was more difficult to decipher . than
' Prior to __j ___
·_
. ·' , ·
Thomas J. · B. Wenner. fix:tJulXU~:.t the Davis incident, Wenner
I

~eing

was

, '

,

c?nsi:dered by the Uni versity to instruct a group of

high 8chool teach'e ra in a su:m:mer workshop preparing them to teach
the new I!A:mericani.sm vs. Communism" course which had been created
by legislative mandate.

As he became more and, more recklessly

critical of the University administration, an effort wa$ made to
ease him out of the summer assignment, for fear that he would
I

bring down the wrath of right-wing ' legislators~
'

But Wenner, whose

'

'

early . liberalism had begun to raise the eyebrows of, his most
'

tolerant colleagues, was ,bY February -in . the midst of an amazing
metamorphosis.
!.

'

With the assistance of his new-found friend

.

George Wickstrom,- ·:klo.l! he began to take on the appearance of a

\·

· Asm,u]J!:lie1 t::ua, 'f!g, rock-ribbed conservative.
.:

Through Wickstrom's , .

~'

paper, . it was pointed out that Wenner had advocated a · campus
l ul tra-consery_a ti v~...1 .
· .P
platform for George B. Stallings Jr., tney~legis~ator who ' fta.c(
authored the new Co:m:muniam course (no mention was made of the

·

fact - that Wenner -had wanted to "expose" Stallings as a fa:nE;.t;i.c).
Wickstrom aiso. noted that ·. Wenner had

I

opposed the campus appearance

· ' · · of Jer:c>me Davis~ and , said too that .tkrl the University had kept
Wenner off a

~~man

faculty committee planniniYf'elevised teaching
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program for the course on Communism,
was too strongl·y anti-Communist.

presum~bly

because he

In short, Wickstrom 'i mplied

that Wenner was the only r_eal Communist-hater on the University

.

faculty, and

. ·\

~

"t:L.-o:c ~

suppressing him.
frustration and

b~s=•ll

·

~~ / ·

sf"" hod'0!6eet'JI:"=ills: 2slb&,

Wenner by now was in open rebellioh.
an~er

were ··
In

he would ·spend the month of April seeking

other supporters besides · Wickstrom.

And he would find them.

One such supporter was J"ane 'l'arr S:mi th, wife o:f a 'l'ampa
insurance man whose family reached back to the early days of' the
city.· Theinc aon, a transfer student at the

University~

had

been elected vice pr_e sident of the student association. · Jane
Smith, an attractive . and

~leasant-voiced

woman in her forties,

had first c"r ossed swords with University officials in September ·
. of , l961, when she and three o:ther disturbed parents met with · five
'-.~9Jninistrator~ ___.,-

Uriiversity' ~./to register complaints about certain books
I

that were being used in classes and alleged atheistic exhortations
of some professors.

Among the books

Mrs~

Smith and her companions

c;t'i tic0d were Steinbeck 1 s "Grapes o:f Wrath," HuXley 1 s "Brave
New World" · arid Loren Eiseley's "Immense Journey."

After a meeting

of an holir and a hal-f , during which the University officials
politely refused to revive the book lists, Mrs. Smith and the
I

'

I

others departed ori "toJhat appeared to be a note of mutual respect
and cordial agreement to disagree.
Except for a phone call to the University the day before~

Jerome Davis was to appear, Jane Smith made no further.J\Protests
to the institutiono
.

Instead,

sh~

direct e d her

ene~gies

toward

.

enlisting support from others in the community who shared her
alarm about affairs at the University.
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On April

Jane and Stockton Smith and two other couples---

Mr. and .Mrs. Neil Smith (no relation) and Mr. and Mrs. Morton '
Funkhouser---ad~essed a letter to about fifty couples in the

community, inviting them to the Stockton Smith home on the evening
of April 9 to discuss the University.
''needs the support of a group of

1

"Dr. Allen," said the letter,

solid citizens 1 to uphold his

action on this (the Davis) matcer."

Furthermore, the letter went

on, "a pro-communist front activity on campus involving unsuspecting
students" had recently been uncovered, and "there is the daily'
problem of ex:breme, liberal, atheistic teaching b_y those who feel
they have a monopoly on the cry for

I

academic freedomo '"

The

· letter implied that Dr. Allen was victimized by the 's e extremists;

"... we

will compose a letter to Dr. Allen to be signed by · this

group.-.

o"

,said

.

About

the invitation from the Smiths •

twent~-five

.

persons showed up for the April 9 meeting,

including the . mayor of Tampa.

\

In Mrs. Smith 1 s words, "Their alarm

over the facts presented was equal to our own.

They felt we were

up against many weighty problems serious ~nough to warrant
investigation ,by those with the knowledge and ability to achieve
,

.

'

I

. ·-

reSUlts; · namely, the State Investigating. Committee (the so-called

'

..

'

Johns Committee)," and so they voted almost unanimously.
.

The one

\.1.--/

or two dissenting vote:FV were equally alarmed, but , considered the
I
alternative ac~ion of working on a local level; that is, with
President Allen.

The others felt it would not be fair to Dr.

Allen to be caught in the middle of faculty and laymen, and that it
was . too big a job for any one man."
Mrs. Smith continued, "Mayor Julian Lane volunteered to be
the sp9kesman for the group, and the next day contacted Senator
Johns, .but after talking with Mr. Baya Harrison, chairman of the
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State Board of Control, was persuaded that the evidence should
be presented _to Dr. Allen.

The group did not care to do this, as

they had already been caught up in the investigation through
efforts outside their 'o wn.

In addition, a personality on campus

had become involved, and we ~elt that for his prot~ction, we must
proceed in the way voted upon by the group.

11

'

These quotations :from Mrs. Smith were part of' an elevenpage document (later revised

x~xmmxx

and expanded to more than

'

· thirty pages) which she filed with the attorney of the , Johns
Committee later that 'month.

In the clear light 'of :hindsight, · they

reveal the circumstances which drew together for the first -cime
the five principal opponents of the University.

· Jane Smithand
!

her small group of followers joined forces with Thomas Wenner
(the "personality on campus" she referred t~) , and.)with the help
of Mayor Julian Lane, called for help from Senator Charley Johns
,I

and his investigating committee.

Wenner brought with him ,the

support of the Zephyrhills News, · and Sumter Lowry's Coalition
of Patriotic Societies (which already was operating an "intelligence
· exchange" with the Zephyrhills paper) was well4epresented

~t

the

meeting by several members of ultra-right wing organizationso
'\.~ l \ f\A.o.. M. .lA.{) ~ J
'" LfA../ .
There was .actually a sixth lfkr&$ --Mm-. efJth~ leaders.. "tJ:E the . Tampa
Bay Baptist AS$OCiation---represented at the ·m eeting by Melvin
M. Martin, a 39-year-old Baptist preacher and former student at l~ ~L~
. n~~tl.hJ ~ad,
.
.
U
w ere he~ompilieted one course.XEK Evidence indicates that

.

\-e._

the Baptists

&_, .

Il'ltil@ · ~lt~

had their watchful eye on the University

long before · any of the others joined in, and in later months they
\

br~ught

their grievances into the open.
Mrs. Smith's written report went on to detail her charges

that the University was soft on communism, that many of the books
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used in courses were . immoral e.nd obscene, that many oi' the
proi'essors were vulgar and atheistic, and that socialism and
racial

int~gration

were openly preached to the students.

At

the April 9 meeting in her , home she had reiated t~ese charges
to those present, and ai'ter that night there was no turning back.
In her own words, the group

11

had already been caught up in the

investigation:' and the new "coalition" had been i'ormed.
All this . took place
Allen.,

without the knowledge oi' President

Earlier, he had been contacted by Neil Smith,· one oi'
l

'

'

the co-signens of the letter.that led to the April 9 meeting,
but a later meeting between Allen and a group oi' the dissidents
failed to materialize when the gr'oup .f.lli:i: did not . show up.
After the April 9 meeting, Allen began to hear rumors that the
Johns 6ommi ttee was coming to ·the c'a mpus, but almost six weeks
passed before their presence became known.

During that six-week

period, the Zephyrhills News and the Coalition of Patriotic Societies
bulletin--~along

with some other area newspapers which carried

unlabeled editorials written by the Coalition---continued a steady
stream of criticism directed toward the University.

They Ell'iid:g:i:.x.Jud

attacked the insitution's choice oi' visiting speakers (Dr. Harold
Taylor, former _president oi' Sarah Lawrence College; Harlow Shapley,
a Harvard astronomer; Harry Golden), and hammered away at XkK the
alleged softness on Communism of the faculty.
And,

~--- month

before it was announced by the University, the

planned appointment of Dr. D. F. Fleming as a lecturer in political
\_fTeorg~
·
science was bitterly xxmExxtER condemned b~Wickstrom's Zephyrhill
paper • .. On March 30,

69-year~old

~H

Wickstrom said in a column that the

Fleming would begin

teaching~~e

fall, and

.went on to call the professor's two-volume work, "The Cold War and
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its Origins," an apology ror Russia and Red China.
Wickstrom 1 a first article
University by .surprise.

abou~

l1'leming caught the

Only a rew persons on the campus knew

the retired Vand~rbilt University proressor~as being c6nsidered
!

· for a . position~ and no formal appointment had been made.
1
·

Shaken

· by the internal disturban.c es and external crit1icisms of the past
rn.onth, • the University ~.xll saw Wickstrom's new charges as yet
·a nother right wing pre,s sure, and on April 18 the Uni ver si·ty News
'

Bureau, with the knowledge and consent or President Allen, put
out a story announcing Fleming 1 s appointment as a
lecturer for the fall term.

part-tim~!

visiting

The story detailed some of the more

outstanding accomplishments of his distinguished career at Vanderbilt,
and quoted Dr. Allen as saying the University is "rort~ate to be
able to attract such widely: recognized scholars as Dr. Flemi,ng ..... ''
The story · wS:s a deliberate attempt to serve notice · on the
conservatives. that the University intended to withstand pressures
against men of such caliber as Fleming.

At the time, his appointment

had not be~r1: complet~d~but hi~ salary of $6,000 for a half-time
teaching

lo~elow~he

minimum at which Board of Control approval

was required, and there appeared no reason to doubt that the contract
would soon be signed by the President.
At approximately the same time, the Upiversity announced
revisions in its registration procedure would be put ~nto erfect
in the . fall, and this bit of welcome news . helped :t.mcKX briefly to
\

clear the campus air of tension.

.

A new dean of st.utlent af:' airs,
r

Dr. Herbert J. Wunderlich, was appointed to replace Dean Howard
Johnshoy, and this, to.o, proved to be popular with a large body
1

or

stud~ whom

Johnshoy seemed to be at ·an impasse.

At

mid-April, ·these signs were hopefully grasped by those who longed
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for an upturn in morale and a respite from the conflicts of the
winter, and even Wenner, now busy in his secret role in the
investigation, appeared outwardly to be no longer interested in
continuing his campus crusade.

Investiga't ors for the Johns

Committee had quietly set up headquarters in a Tampa motel soon
after the meeting at Jane Smith's house, but none of those who
I

. were aware of their presence informed· President Allen of it.
Board of Control chairman Baya Harrison, who knew Charley Johns
· had been sent for, · kept silent.
BR~

So, too, did John ,Germany, the

circuit judge who had played a leading role in getting
'

. '

the . University in Tanipa and now was president · of · the 1 University of
South Florida Foundation; his wife had been at . the meeting 5_n the

.

.

Smith home, and had voted against calling ·on Senator ITohns for .
assistance.

Later in May,

just two days before the committee

investigation erupted into public p rint, Germany was re-elected
unanimously to a second term as president of the Foundation~

He

said in· his report to the membershi p , "The role of :the · .University ,
is to encourage ideas.

At the same. time the role of 'the community

is to be flexibl€1 enough t~ accept new ideas.

In between~ the

'

role of the F~undation is to act as a conduit between these two
to induce understanding."

Countless times in the trying months

ahead the Foundation could have been an effective conduit; at best,
it was a neutral body:, and at worst it was an impedim€1nt to the ·
institution.

The conduit was clogged with fair-weather friends
\

seeking refuge ·from the storw.
From the April 9 meeting of Jane Smith's group until the
Johns Committee investigation was revealed May 18, the stillness
that many at the University incorrectly interpreted as a· change
\Q_.~
.
6f~as - in reality a time when the 6pponents of the school
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were quietly marshaling strer.gth for an all-out assaulto
It is not cl ear exactly when the investigators for the

• I

Johns

first began taking evidence in Tampa, nor is

Con~ittee

it certain who first enlisted their aid for a probe of the
University of South Florida.

But whatever the facts in these

matters, it .remained for Thomas J. B. Wermer to blast the
~

investigation into the open. · The month of April was a bad one

for Wenner. · After his Forum outbursts, his rol·e in .the registration
. I

controversy and the appearance of the Zephyrhills articles, he
had

complet~ly

severed any amicable relationship wi.th the

administration~

The summer workshop for teachers of the course

on Communism was then cancelled by the state extension division
in favor of a televised series, and Wenner viewed this aa a
deliberate at.t empt to force l:J.im out of his job.

When Dr. Allen

named a six-man faculty ·committee to work with . Tarnpa 1 s educational
television station on preparation of the course series he exclu(;ied
Wenner, and the Zephyrhills News promptly bla1?te~ the Univer~ity'
for

l~a~~ "~he .man

who was sent to USF from Tallahass,e e •-· ~~:. tell

the truth)' adding, "Unless the legislators who voted for this
patriotic effort (the course on Communism) want to be .made fools

·' ~·-'·:_:~., .:;'?.-.':>'
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afterwards with Charley Johns' inveotip;ator. .",

and bnly th~
these deliberations kept his seething discontent in check.
u

he invited some

50 stude~ts

to a luncheon at his

course of the day the students were questioned

,

~o/

8

· .. ;:·

~oorooy

On April 28

home,. and during the

individually by Mrs.

_Smith, WickstroWJ representatives of the Johns

sati~faction of sui~h · secret

ga

th

or

Committee. The
.
erlngs was not enough to keep him

completely silent, however, and in his classes he

continued to
. excoriate the tJ_ni versi ty administration,·
singling out b y name those
.. . _ .
he considered his principal targ~ts.
Even his former friends on the
faculty no longer supp orted him, and when
he accused some of their

--
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the University's American Association

ch~~balled

or

University Proressors

him, · threatening to make it public ir ·he

continued his ,irrational and irresponsible behavior.

Finally,

arter xkK another Zephyrhills article championing Wenner, Allen
notiried him that his appointment - on the raculty would be terminated
at the ond o.t the l'lil.ll torm.

lH a o~tNtngtmtont

rr•om "the l.Jrlive:t·Bl t:t

faculty and administration was now complete; all that remained
was for him to prepare his parting shot.
\

On May 16, he was ready.
aware

or

The University still was not

the Johns Committee's presence, though

r~or~

at:'])>

continued to circulate, and a mounting uneasiness rilled the
campuso

A primary runofr election for Hillsborough County's new

eongressional seat was less than two weeks away, and rinal exams
at the University were scheduled ror about the same time. · On

or

the afternoon
exec~tive

:tlul! Wednesday, the 16th, Wenner called Don Baldwin,

or

editor

the St. Petersburg Times, and said he wanted

exclusi~t

to give the paper an

some

~roubles

at the

Univ~rsity.

Baldwin inv.i ted him over, and when he arrived Wenner was tu~ned
over to reporter Lowell Brandleo
.

' ,.....

\

\ .

•'

.

In a rambling discourse that

.

·lasted mor_e than . an hour, Wenner poured out his soul into Br-andle's
tape' recorder. · Among

~ther

things, he said the Johns Committee

had bee~ se6re~ly · investigating the University for six ~eeks,

' \..._o.tk1otl

tAAL

~--

.

looking~n~Ypornography and accommodation of the Soviet Vnion;

he was fearful the.University, the educational television station
(WEDU) and the State Department of -Education were watering down
'

t

the course on Communism without the public's knowledge; and he
'

.. ·

.

said he. was_ .on-· h~ s

.
•,;]
~ay t~ _J~-~~!'~~.Y~~l-~-:..t~-- 7J~Ye~l_ ~b.:\!=1 p~~~-~ :- ~~~-~~ ~ :· -.;_ ;t~I~i~;\ •l:.l.t:~: · i
.
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___ ,

_.,....~,g~,cf•' -~.. -~ --t... ,

',

rt . .

~ ,-~-,·~ -- .,., . ... ~~~~o~ ship of the law requiring the course, was also a member of the

Johns Committee.

Wenner said several .s tudents had been threatened

with expulsion for participating in the Forums,

___________ ...... -----

-···· ·

'/
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and. ventured the opinion that the registration program he .had
attacked was "an unconscionable and indei'ensible proc'edure of'
shock treatment under the heHding of' experimental educati.on."
All in : all, he said, the University wi' South Florida was
"a campus of' evil," and the investigation would result in the
dismissal of' Allen and "ten to thirteen n deans and other :. tQp
personnel.

"We've been working hard from seven to midnight every

I

. riight on t'hi~,
this cleanup,

he' said, adding, "I 1 m co~itted' to a ·~sist in,

it

11

WQich "will be one of the most thorough housecl,e anings

in American, educational history."
.

Jan~

'

Wenner said he- qad persuaded

Smith and her :followers not to take their grievances

to · All~n,

, ····

but to . deal
'· Vlith the Johns Committee instead.
.
:

'

'

"Lots of people

talk a nice . anti-Communism; but . nobody 1 s doing anything," he said,
and went on to add that the University should be closed until it
was cleaned up.
he said ..

"No half'way measures or private deals will do,"

"This thing should break publicly."

/

And he coni'ided

that the committee was planning a public hearing on the inv e stigation
in Tampa May 28.

Finally, . after some slander:ous statements about

Allen and others at the University, Wenner urged the Times to
bring .the story into the. open . and~ at last he· left to keep
his .Jacksonville · appointnient with Stallings.
The Times, af'ter a d·a y of' deliberation, decided to run as.
much of' the 's tory as it considered not libelous, and on May 18;
(

the Johns Committee investigation of' the University became a
public controversy.
Before ·. examining the invest iga ti on it self, it should be
.

I

edifying to look :for a moment at the date Wenner said· the Johns
1

,

Committee would hold its public hearing---May 28---and an interesting
. side· issue· that related to it.

Earlier in the spring, State Representative Robert T.
Mann, a very able Tampa lawyer, had announced his candidacy for
I

Hillsborough County's newly created

Cong~essional

seat.

Mann,

a supporter of LeRoy Collins and a popular vote-getter, was
considered a , favorite for the post.

Dick Bacon, a Tampa city

councilman, also was in ' the race, and they were soon joined by .·
State Senator Sam N. Gibbon.s , the man who was identified as the
"fathertt of the University of South Florida and, . until then,

~

!

friend and political ally of Mann's.

Mann immediatelycharged

that ' Gibbons had earlier promised not to enter the ·race, and while
the two argued that point a fourth candidate---Sumter L. Lowry---

.

'

'

tossed his name into

\~t..A--0

th~~

As the quali£ying deadline £or

the Democratic primary approached, it appeared that Mann and
Gibbons were heavy favorites to win their way into a

runoff~

Here entered the fifth candidate, a young Tampafireman and
pol·i tical unknown named Ken Ayres.
On the day

h~

qualified, Ayers took his platform in,t o

.,

the newsroom of · the Tampa Tribune and freely asked for' advice
onhow to campaign.

When he was told that' money was a primary

necessity, Ayers laughed and said that was ~omething he didn't .
\....:-._ -L:.., t\..o..u.- ~ ~ )lJLc...!J_j
haveo He then proceeded to' spend almost $12,00~illing himself
as a complete supporter of President John F. Kennedy....d~;w:-~a~~!H~:U4
If anyone knew where Ayers got his money, the word never
got

out~

This, though,. ,was_ t~e

Gibbons, the nearest

mo~ar

theory:

t~~i:? ±mqm;/ among

Mann and

the ·original

four contenders,
were also the most popular vote-getters; Bacon,
\
.
i

a conservative, was not well enough known to divide . their vote,
and Lowry, the most conservative of all, appeared not to have a
chance to make the runoff.

Enter. from the wirigs an unknown
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~·

!;~!::-·· -:::"T•=""' --iii!msfo ~21!;');~;~ ~-i"t:.

.i ll: --

the ballot, ahead of Bacon) and whose

n~st
platfor~liberal
('}:>'l-acing

'him

on

enough to attract a large portion of the Mann-Gibbons voi;;e.
i

Res:ult:

.

..

Lowr-y: moved up to trail Gibbons. in the first primary,

beating Mann by about 3,000 votes.

Ayers ran fourth; but got

almost 12,000 votes in his losing effort, and Bacon ran a poor
fifth.

Did Lowry secretly put Ayers into the race to

himself of a spot in the runoff? . No one ever

ass1~e

s~e ·

happy-go-lucky Ayers returned to obsourity on the fire trucks,

"--~.J.
Yth e
~was ~~
~n ill2:

an<:f'-:.

c ongresslona
·
1

· t ure.
plc

~

·r· n'1J.es t·J.ng 1 y

enough, Ayers ran for another office the following year, 'and
the liberalism of his first .campaign was conspicuously absent.
S<? Sam Gibbons, the "father" of the University of South
Florida, · and Sumter L'owry, one of the University's staunchest ·
enemies, squared off for a showdown in the runoff.
of the election was JVI ay 29,

And the date

just one day after the Johns Committee

was suppO$ed to begin a public hearing on "the campus of evil."
-S /J

.

The unpredict :i! ble Wenner's strategy for breaking
investigation into the . open and the S.t .

Pete~sburg

Times

E:}ll.lm
1

the

subsequent

publishing of the story caught Johns, Lowry and Mrs. Smith by
surprise.

The committee's

questions when asked about the
denied any knowledge of either 'the investigation or the heo.ring.
When Wenner heard of Hawes' equivocations, he called the Times,
thinking that by virtue of their story the previous day they we:re
on his side, and told them, "What worries me now is the defection
of Hawes.

I don't like this •. · I want to smoke

Why has he chang ed?

Why should he ·object to a little

Something is wrong here."

Wenner was now completely out of

Hawes out.
mud?

He ' haS. gone soft.

the control of anyone at this point, swinging desperately and
frantically, and suddenly not even his newfound partners in
intrigue wanted anything to do with him.

With dispatch, Governor .

Bryant 1 s office a·n nounced that Wenner was being dismissed
"effective immediately, or as soon as the Board of Control can
find (him) to tell him." . At the ,same time, President Allen
suspe~ded

'\

Wenner---unaware that the Governor was entering the

picture---and asked the Board . of. Control to dismiss him immediately.
In the confusing days that led up to the first story

of

·"f&,_c£

the investigation in the Tim.es, Dr.
the committee was in Tampa.
to St.

Petersburg~~-Allen

All~arned

definitely that

On Wednesday---the day Wenner went

confirmed that investigator R. J.

Strickland, attorney Mark Hawes and other members of the committee
staff had been housed in a plush Tampa motel for at least six
weeks, taking testimony from students and -preparing for the · public
hearing.

At a strategy meeting of University administrators, Allen

decided to call the
1

mote~

and invite the committee ii?-tO the open,

'

hoping the glare of the public eye would keep them in . bounds.
After much delay and maneuvering, the
finall~ agreed

to the press
i:x:.t~

t6

surpris~d

committee staff:

come. , .Allen rejected advice to take the story

himse~us .gain~

the offensive, but

kNmx«B~

the next day he learned of Wenner's. move and from then on

it was out of his hands to control.

The competing strategies bf

the committee and the University, the entrance of the press into
the picture, the Governor's action and the impending election all
collided, and the Uni~ersity 1 s s~verest trial by ~ire was ignited.
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The weekend which· began May

18

saw each of the combatants

.in the unfolding ·.draina bracing for . the fight.

These are some

·of the kaleidoscopic events leading up to Monday, May 21:
.

'

I

'

:JEXUJiXJJ§.lm.KX~XXJIJq:x~fiB
\ .
-1!- .President ~llen, having decided to bring

the investigators

onto the campus and into the open, was operating on the theory
that an investigation

»A±~

conducted on campus with the knowledge

of the community was bound to be better for the University than ,
.· o:pe conducted secretly in a . downtown motel. · The . appearance of
the Wenner story brought a flood o.f calls to the Pres'ident, and
having already been · assured that the· committee would move out
to the campus, he was prepared.

"We .have nothing to hide," he .

· told the press · and others who called.

"We welcome any proper

investigation that. woul·d help the public know our entire faculty, ·
their quality . and ideals .... I am very proud of them."
began to prepare his moves
o~c-

fo~

tL~

Allen then

coming week.

The Johns . Committee, having enjoyed six weeks of secret

inquiry, now found itself suddenly smoked into ·the open by Allen's
call and the ensuing Times article on the investigation .. . R. J.
St~ickland,

~erved

a bull·- necked arid beady-eyed former policeman who

;as the ·committee's chief investigator, was so startled by

Allen's call that he ,had di.fficu1ty answering.

Finally he said

he w:o uld . call . the president · right back, and in .a few minutes :Hark '
Hawes, .the committee's ruddy-faced attorney, was on the phone.,
·.After a brief conversation .he agreed to co-me out and· meet with
Allen, and at · their subsequent meeting the attorney agreed to
'
\YK.h
cert,ain ground rules) which Allen Wiailli' later ~ - ~ public.. Hawes
left the meeting thinking he still held the threat of public exposure
'

.;

as a weapon to hold over the University, but the Times story
I

ended all that.

With its appearance, the committee's strategy

was laid bare, and the all-important public hearing, which Hawes
had not mentioned to Allen, now · stood o.ut as .
for the

investigat~on.

a prominent

motive

Hawes was uncommunicative to the press

who then began calling him, and Charley Johns, when finally reached
at his Nor.th Carolina ·· vacation retreat, would only deny any alliance
with Wenner, saying "no comment" to other questions.
* : Jane Smith and Thomas Wenner, however,
to talk.

wer~

not so reluctant

Mrs. Smith, .whose name had not thus far been mentioned

publicly, . told the Tampa 'l'ime s that Wenner 1 .s charges were "sadly
true."

She charged the University with using teaching materials
.
.
that .were pornographic and anti-rel~gious, and said she and her ·

committee of citizens had turned all their findings over to the
Johns , 6ommi tte.e ·. · Wenner, who was notified by special-deli very
1 1ett~r of his ~uspension by the president,

by reporters, but he called

th~

could not be reached

St. Petersburg Times ·to than!r them

for their story and to register his suspicions of . Hawes.

T1:, e . Times,

seeing the shape of the story as it unfolded, calmly fed Wenner
a rope and he proc 'e eded to tighten it around himself, the Johns
Committee and, by implication, Congressional candidate Lowry.
-l!- . The

The Tampa Tribune, in a Saturd~y

' press reacted quickly.

editorial, supported Allen's action in bringing the committee into
'

the open, where the burden of proof for any wrongdoing would 'r est
on the fairly arrived at

~indings

innuendo.

ques~:i

.The editorial

of the committee rather than on

oned the authority of the committee

-·

to intrude in the University's internal affairs, and criticized
Wenner and the parents who were involv.ed in the inquiry.

The

St • . Petersburg Times, being more blunt, charged Wenner and Lowry,
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. a "congressional . candidate of the

G~neral

Edwin Walker 'type

1

i!

!.

with resporisibilityfor the investigation, praised Governor
Bryant for suspending, Wen~er, and called the entire episode a
11

witch hunt."
By Monday, it . appeared that a budding conspiracy against

the University was being scattered in confusion by the University's
op&.!L-dQ.Q.~

s.t..anca and the h o.t l.."

gp._t.

af the: '9ras.s..

Bath the

University's si;udent government and the AAUP chapter issued strong
statements condemning the Johns Corrunittee's secretive tactics and
those who had ·inst±gated the investigation, and corrunending Allen
posit~on~

for his

• Board of Control

chair~an

Harrison cautiously

SB:id . the committee was legally authorized to conduct investigations
.

.

and· he urged
I

.'

'

c~lmness, . saying the board would not "voluntarily
'

I

permit any ,unwarranted interference with the proper conduct and
administration of the university by its president and faculty."
Johns andHawes · alniost frantically denied that Wenner was working
with them.

ni was . sympathetic with him at first," Johns admitted,

then added, "Now we have our doubts."
"I'm

no~

Hawes was even more rattled.

going to get into any public hassle with this fellowo

I don't care what 1he says."

Ne;ither man would say exactly what

the ·co.m mittee was investigating, but Wenner and Jane Smith
repeatedly 'li-~teq softness on Corrununi sm, .homosexuality, anti":"
/

.

·. religious teaching and obscene literature as the major 'i terns.
Johns even denied that Wenner had instigated the probe, and
after first confirming that .a public hearing might be held on
May 28, he later changed the date to May 31.

Students on the

campus quickly began to satirize the investigation, and humorous
signs and placards began to appear.
had gone to the University.

Clearly', the first round

,•
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· President Allen opened the new week with another surprise.
About a. thousand faculty and students, hastily called to a
special meeting in the University theatre, were greeted by a
brief

sp~ech

by the president, telling them what promises the

.

-

'

committee had made to him and what their rights were in dealing
with the committee •
. Treating _the committee as an official body empowered .to
'c onduct proper i~vestigations, Allen recounted his fir_st meeting
with Hawes, saying the University had pledged cooperation.
• '·

In

I

' return, he said, "The committee's attorney has assured me of
three things:

(1) that ±E.m at least half our faculty will be

· questioned, thus assuring a broad and representative sampling
of i ,ts ·quality and character; ( 2) that a court reporter will
be present to r~cor~ all proceedings; and (3) that the entire
investigation will ;be fairly and impartially conducted."

Allen

then elaborated:
"If you are asked to testify, you may insist upon having
a tape recorder., a witness of your own choosing, or your own
legal counsel.
. .

If. you feel you are being unfairly questioned
'

i

. in . any way, you · may refuse to answer, and I would appreciate it
if you ~ould inform me of any such unfair questioning if it
should o.c cur. · You may refuse to be questioned in any place other
than the conference room set . a~lide for , that purposeo

You do not

I

have to go to their . off-campus quarters, or submit to questioning

at night or at odd hours.

Also, if you are asked to answer yes

or no to a series of rapid questions, you may insist on answering
'them one . at x:t a time, and you may add your own statement of
·· elaboration v-1herever you feel it would be necessary."
Allen also said he had not been informed of any individuals
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who were suspected of any wrongdoing, and told the faculty that
.being : called to testify was no indication that any such suspicion
exlsted.

The president corrrrnended the students for their healthy

and humorous response to the episode, and then concluded with this
statement:
"It is unfortunate that the narrow prejudices of a few
unthinking people should precipitate this trial so early in the
history of the . University.

Let me assure you, however, that the

burden of proof of any wrongdoing by any member of this institution
lies not on any one of us but on those who have raised the issue.
You are innocent until proved guilty in my eyes, and I trust all
who have thebest interests of the University and the state at
heart will feel likewise.

I appreciate your cooperation and your

faithful service to this i'n.s titution.

With your continued help,

this unfortunate' incident could ironically · become an important
'

solidifying factor in the development and maturity of the University
of South Florida."
From the ' University's standpoint, May 21 was probably the
brightest day in the months-long struggle against the committee.
Allen's speech.· was itself a solidifying factor, and faculty members
who had been dismay.e d by the registration and Jerome Davis issues
seemed now to be united in support · of . the president and ready to
resist any outside pressu.res. · An attorney was retained by the
'

'

AAUP chapter to advise faculty more precisely on their legal
rights, and the st.udent body, quickly getting into the spirit of
things, began·posting how-to-do-it instructions for book burning
and circulating poems and songs like this one, to the tune of
"Glory, Glory Hallelujah!
' .

11

:
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The Jphns Committee cometh
For .to save us all from sin,
To ·lift ·. the degrEhiation
And this Godless stat~ we're in,
To cleanse the halls of learning
Of filth -and ver(a)min.
And they will, by God, they will!
Glory, Glory, : down with Steinbeckl
Glory, Glory, down with Huxley!
Glory, Glory, down with Voltaire!
And include Bill Faulkner too!
"':.\ ·.J

The other, ba,~,dier, verses indicated clearly the mood of
the students and their mocking contempt for the committee.

A

remark often heard on the campus in the afterglow of Allen's talk
was one .to the effect that the Johns Committee was better than a
LL
football team for generating esprit d 1 corps.
But the spirit was · not t<J last.

On Wednesday, the st.

Petersburg Times · retract.e d its implication of Sumter Lowry under
threat of a law . suit, and the same day Johns and his cohorts spoke

w!i th

consi steney,~for the first time, all ' of . them saying the public

'
hearing, if held
at all, would not be before May 30.

Jane Smith

'

ils~

Wenner and

issued statements, and most of the contradictions

, .-6-R.~c... ~~-)

.

of the weekeM·· bee~pes:,-. Also on Wednesday, after a delay
.w\_hqquuc~he__:~ta~j,_n9 umn]:pb~er 0 fo:/fr
o:t: almost. a week during hich1\
students continued at
the , c'ommittee's . motel, the committee carne on to the campus for the
first time an<i began taking testimony.
,

'

Senator

I •

Stallings ana · at least one other member
.

.

.

.

court reporter·' and a 1Uni ver si ty employee equipped with a tape
recorder.

Meanwhile, members of the University administration

\

sought vainly to get Sam Gibbons to speak out in support of the
institution, but Gibbons considAred himself comfortably ahead
.of Lwwry in the race for the Congressional seat, and he shied
away from a!}y controversy that might cut into his lead.

"Just

:. ·
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hold 'your head high ..

You've got nothing to be ashamed of," he

said repeatedly, but he was um..rilling to do as much.

Whether

he was uncertain of the University 1 s innocence or its

streng~h

to resist pressure, whether he was not sure that Lowry was involved
or whether for e9me other. reason, Gibbons, like his friend John
Germany hB;d done earlier, was eager . only to look the other way
and hope the May 28 election would arrive before he became involved
in the cqntroversy.
Lowry, in . no position to let a chance ±m pass to place
blame on hi,s opponent, did just that • .
~

oXKJJ.XXJ!mt~~u

Going on information from Jane Smith that Gibbons had

once been appealed to by her group and had sought to br.iing them
together with Allen, Lowry charged that Gibbons had known of the
\ said 1
impending investigation long before it started, and ±mptta~ that
Gibbons had failed to tell the public of his part in it.

Furthermore,

the general said, Gibbons :vmx had allowed rumors to spread that
.

.

\

Lowry
was ·involved
• .. "I had nothing to do, directly or indirectly,
.
'
.
with the . investigation.

I know nothing whatsoever · about
. . the

change .s that have been brought, 11 Lowry said.

Gibbons could only

reply l~ely, "He says he didn't, . so I believe him."

Gibbons

denied any role in the investigation himself, and criticized Lowry
for trying to make an issue of it.
University, and did ' not
On

~x«<J

BX

But he would not def'end the

directly do so even after the election ..

the second day the committee was present on

the campus, Charley Johns went before the press for the first time
to speak· about the investigatio!"'.

~~

dressed . senator . spoke · softly ,.i:rudti:l£
snicker's from members of the pres so
talk to

"40

or

50"

The mild-mannered · and dapperly
and diction evoking

He said the committee would

members of ·the faculty before they were through,
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and

afte~ ~

listing the types of complaints they had received

he added the ao ounations "ur•o true to a cer•tt1i.n extent."

'l'he

Tampa Tribune . was saying editorially by now that the Board of
Control, not · the Johns Committee, was responsible for administration

'

·. . .

·. to..Q.tu:

of the state universities, and ~on the Board,xrut the ~ Governor ·

.tm and responsible legislators to "insist that the job · Of supervising
th~ .u niversities be returned to .the agencies established for that
purpose. 11
But both the Board of Control a.rld , Governor Bryant, in the
pattern .of Sam Gibbons and John Germany, were not to heed that
editorial call for action, and herein x±Kx lay the weakness which
almost caused the downfall of the University.
what it

c~uld · to

The University did

defend itself, . and to its good fortune it had

newspaper p reporters and television cameramen watching every move,
\ .

as well as two 'Of the state's most influential

paper~

giving strong

editorial support; but the Board of Control, the Governor, the
local

legisl~tive
.

Congressional

'

delegation, the University Foundation and

candidat~

Gibbons all .were looking the other way when

the University called for help.

On the attack, in addition to the

Johns Committee, were Jane Smith and her compatriots, Wenner, ·the
Zephyrhills News (with a four column front page editorial) and

±u

Lowry's ' Coalition of Patriotic Societies, which continued its
assault ·on Dr. D. F. Fleming in a resolution saying he xa:.x
had"demonstrat'e d his opposition to .•• the American way of life by
his affiliationswith Communist front groups •••• "

Mayor ·Julian

Lane of Tampa · also joined in, . telling a r ·eporter he was · the one
who contacted Charley Johns for Mrs. Smith and her

friends~

Two days before the election, the Tribune carried a letter
from an unidentified student who XX~ said Lowry had told him on

. '.:

·. .
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..
,;

' .1

May 6, two weeks before the investigation became public, that
the University was "overrun with Communism and atheism," and
that "when the fight starts, .I want you to stand up and be counted
on the right side."

Lowry pro¥J,ptly denied the student's charge

in a letter appearing in the Tribune the next day, saying he had
been in Boston on the day the conversation was alleged to have
t 'aken place.

Gibbons, still cautiously protecting his lead,

remained silent and · won the election by a comfortabl,e majority.
Even so, Lowry was lucky.

~ .\

No member of the press ever

I

.asked Johns if Lowry or the Coalition played any part 'in the
·probe, and no proof was ever presented to affirm this connection.
General Lowry withdrew into

obscu~ity

after the election and

no further word was heard from him, although the Coalition con+:inued
I

through its publications to attack the University.
.

.

~Q~~_../

. .

Johns also

got away without being questionedl'Orl'tFte origin of the investigation,
its duration, its cost (including Qq4ailliiiii~S~t!liill=lDiiQ the plush motel
.

'.

' h'eadquarters of the commi tt'e e staff) and the allegation that the
committee was paying ' student informers to report to them.

On

June 6, .·after two weeks of on-and-off questioning on

: the 'campus, · the committee concluded with a six-hou~ interrogation
· ' of Dr~ Allen.

~k&~~

Johns told reporters that day "I

will say we haven't found too much wrong at · this beautiful
university."

He also said some 20 faculty members, 25 or 30

private citizens and eight to ten students had been questioned,
I

and indicated the interrogations would be completed the next day.
Asked if he felt the press had been biased or had tr eated him
-;
·· l· ·

unf~irly,

it. he replied, ·"I . know I 1 ve been treated unfairly, but

,.,.,

· . ' .: ,-, the , press .is al~ays biased against Charley Johns.· 11
··,

The next

.· . , ·day's meeting, held in the Hillsborough County Courthouse, concluded

\ with testimony from Wenner, and when it was over Johns handed
the press a prepared statement.

It said in part:

has made a. 'gentleman '.s agreement

1

"The · eommittee

with the Board of Control,

the duly authorized body to administer the University of South
Florida, under .which it has agreed to conduct this investigation
·in executive session and make available to the Bo ard the ·testimony
gathered so that the Board may act where the evidence justifies
action.

The Committee expects to complete the taking of · te' st~mony

this week. . It will have looked into all the charges made known
·· to it whenthe .taking of testimony is complete.

The testimony

and the Committee's comments thereon will be turned over to the
Board of Control as soon as it is transcribed~

It would not be

'

.Proper, under the Committee's agreement with the Board of Control,
for the Committee to comment specifically ,on its findings before
·· the Board of Control had the opportunity to ·'a ct."

The statement

went on to · say the committee had found "some s.e rious and · substantial
' '

·m atters which ••• requires and demands corrective 'a ctfon by the Board
\

· of Control and · the University Administration."

The charge 't hat

the University was "a campus of eyil," however,· "cannot be sustained
by the evidence," the . statement concluded.
And thus the Johns Committee departed, leaving in its wake
a young University shaken by its ordeal yet ironically united
by the assault from without.

~he

Tribu:n:e,.

the~~majority

Letters to the editor flQoded into
of them supporting the University,

and editorial support continued to be strong.

It is of intePest

to . note that James Clendinen, editor and chief editorial writer
of the Tribune, was a brother-in-law of Baya Harrison, the Board
· of Control chairman who drew the Tribune's criticism flor not
actively defending the university and assuming responsibility

{

I
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1 ,

ror its administration.

Aside rrom the invaluable outside support

or the Tribune and the St. Petersburg Times and the many letters
to the editor, students at the University demonstrated their

a\~-~~~~~f.u.~~

continued approval or the institution when they sent
'-.....?~ /
bearing signatures kri!!Hll"~ almost half the ~x:t.lu: entiJ•e ·
student bodyQ.k . th

And the AAUP, aware of the Coalition's

WOGiii.,....,

new - attack on _Dr. Fleming and of the · Johns Committee's questioning
.

.

.

about the Vanderbilt professor, sent President Allen a resolution
. endorsing his appoiz:.tment to the USF faculty.

~k - ~ (~"" ~~}" / . .

.-at;t £'

J 't!b

I

#Afll!!~B hadk~~"

]

ee

slut'

dane . Smith, Ji:B.

tw:wr.

-frvu

lenthened her

original eleven-page report to the Johns Committee with another

,; ·

twehty pages 'or rambling and confused co~nter-charges and circulated
other potential converts.

It was a

it served as

~

~

f~otnote

to an already-bizarre spring. Thomas Wenner, his fury
again
.
-apparently . spent, was not heard from f\~til lat_e summer. -The
semester ended . at the University, and at niid-.June there' was a
calm.
What motivated the principal attack'e rs of the Unlversi ty
of South Florida
moved by a

~ny

fe~ling

things.

Thoma~ .Wenner

was 'pe;:•haps

of insecurity and distrust (but then again,

perhaps it is ' not . possible to categorize so mercurial a personality);

'1·

·

.

_.

·

. .

Jane Smith was frustrated by
XNMXMJxXmmX~

~~

literature~r1e

-

could not understand,

and therefore suspect e d; George Wickstrom hated

anything liberal, and like ·sumter

~owry

and the ' Coalition, saw a

Communist under every bed; and Charley Johns, pushed by an investigative
staff which had to produce a few scapegoats to earn its keep, was

'

\

.

.

.

, 'easily mad.e to be disturbed by .lllegations of

homosexuali~y

and

_religious downgrading. 'There were other motivations: some who joined
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the attack still nursed grievances because the University had
integrated . qui~tly; cit~ers were prejudiced against the Jews en

the University's faculty; and a great many simply disliked t':1e
I

b.J!Ii:.±.:tti institution because it was a threat to the University of

Tampa.

old ( com~ati_y~ly), _;
. ·
The University of Tampa was a small, conservative, p~ivate,

segregated tootball school; the University , of South Florida, by
contrast, was a large, new, liberal, public, integrated institution
without interm:ihllegiate atp.letics, and on every count it made at
\

least a few enemies.

.Jtmdx.rt~kmx1l.x:m.zucy:x.~R..xmm1djrwt:Dm.x

:k1lka.:la..x.:t~~XXll~l&N..J!I±1id:.ll

Out side the community, many per sons,

including some of the legislators on the Johns Committee, saw the
new

Universit~

as a threat to the two north Florida state Universit.ies

which · had served so long, and ' others x disliked Johr:t Allen personally
or wanted the'ir communities to get new plums such as ,universities •.
And all .these motivations, plus others, combined tofoster
a kind of unspoken: feeling that this ripe new university could
be had, that it could be toppled.

Had the five principals been

able to funnel their energies more efficiently, their informal ,a nd
hastily built alliance might have become a
might have succeeded.

conspirac~,

and they

They might, for example, have played upon ,

·Governor Bryai:;lt 1 s vision . of the University as a product of LeRoy
Collins, and induced him to actively assist them; they might have
. sold the Baptist Church on a crusade to clean up the University's
reading materials . and purge the "anti-religious" professors; they
might even have whetted the desires of persons within the University
whose ambitions made them covet higher administrative positions.
But before the five principals could do these things, they w~uld }v~
'-.':·lo..~.L To I .
.
0
have ~£~~ . become more monolithic in their own desires, and it
was here that they failed.

For each of them kx« wanted something
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help from · its ,friends, par~doxically got help from its enemies,
'for ~hile they tripped over one another's dangling interests at
the crucial time when the investigation . became public, the University
wa.s able to line

· ~ternal

defenses and

prepa~e

to ride out

.the storm •
. Had the University of South Florida's troubles

~nded

with the departure of the Johns Committee, the institution
would have .been declared the winner in its confrontation with
the powerful legislative group.

The University, to be sure,

wa.e far from unmarked; it had given

Viiiilit rlll:~

ground in the

cancellation of Jerome . Davis, and it had noticeably shown the
effects of out~ide pressure in other .ways.

.

But it had also .

called the bluff of the Legislature's most powerful and most
feared • c·ommi ttee, and when · the committee was f?rce.d into the
· open its effectiveness as a coercive body was diminished.
The committee, when it left to prepare . its report for the Board
.of

Contr~l,

was widely condemned by the press for conducting

a politically~inspired but fruitless investigation, and the
' .

University appeared as the weary but victorious combatanto
One loose thread-:--:-disposition of the dispute over
Do F. Fleming---remained for the University.

'Dr~

Before reviewing .

that, however, some ' explanation should be given of the background
and structure of
the
Johns. Committee, both to cTia.rify earlier .
' ·. ·.
.··
mention of the committee . here and to precede further discussion
of its ' role with respect to the University.
I

.

.

The Johns Committee---officially the Florida Legislative
Investigation Committee---was formed during a special session
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or the Legislature in 1956 to investigate racial disturbances
in the state.

During its rirst year or existence, the committee,

under the chairmanship or Representative Henry Land of Orange
County, got credit for exposing
race-agitator out or the state.

xk&

John~asper

and driving

That one accomplishment

that~~

remain~

the committee's lone service to the state, in the opinion or
many persons, but it was enough to induce the Legislature to
re-create the committee in 1957.

Senator Charley 'Johns was

named chairman, and the vaguely-worded law authorized the
committee to "make investigations of the activities- in this
state of organizations and individuals advocating violence or
a course or conduct which would constit u te a violation or the
laws or Florida."

No rererence was made to investigatiibn of

Communism, Nazism, or homosexuality, and no police powers were
given to the committee, but authority was given to subpoena
witnesses and the committee was directed to report its rindings
to the Legislature "to the end that corrective legislation may
be adopted ir round necessary to correct any abuses against the
peace and dignity or the state."

The rirst biennial appropri 11tion

ror expenses or the committee was $65,000.
In 1958, Senator Johns and his colleagues showed how
far they could stretch the intent or the committee ·' s enabling
act.

At the University or Florida in Gainesville the committee
..
~l~edJ
·
conducted a long undercover investigation of omosexuality on.

the campus, and in Miami that same year a

much-publici~ed

search

for Communists in the ranks of the National Association for the
Advancement or Colored People showed clearly that the Legislature
had created a powerful body it would have dirriculty in controllingo
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In Miami, the committee attempted to gmear and discredit

th~

NAACP by seeking to establish that thirteen named Communists
in the area had belonged to the civil rights group.

The

American Civil Liberties Union supported the NAACP in its
denial of the Johns Committee's charges and contested the
powers of the committee in court proceedings that ultimately
resulted in victory for the NAACP before the bar of the United
States Supreme Court.

The Supreme Court's decision involved

just one of many complicated

a~d

technical arguments that

made up the overall struggle between the legislative committee
and the civil rights group, but it represented one of only two
times that any facet of the cornmi tt .e e 1 s activities was ever

~urt.

·

At the University of Florida, the
tack~

co~ittee

took a different

Under a veil of secrecy, it intimidated some fifteen

professors and administrators whom it suspected of

homosexua~ity

and threatened them with public hearings that would ruin their
reputations whether or not the unsubstantiated charges could
be proved.

No names of the accused individuals ever reached

print, but most of them left the university, and Johns, who in
d lost · out to LeRoy Collins in the rae~ . for governor e. ~ .
~ . ~ -~~ <L ~

se

e:L4

(\...~, ~

t e, power ...of his committee {/,o establish himselt as the

. most feared p·o liticiafu in the state.

>

Having gone to the university

in search of subversives, Johns and his cohorts decided that
homosexuality would be more fertile ground, and they found that ·
fearof public · exposure was a powerful weapon to force ouster
of any persons they considered "unde:sirable," for whatever reason.
Furthermore, the committee also learned that even though the law

